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look inside for our annual Bridal Section for tips on how to plan a wedding
on a budget. find out what members of
the bridal party are really supposed to
do and much more. It all starts on
page lOB.

Head to thenews.or9 to see
video footage of how area
businesses were effected
by last week's Ice storm.

Senior Ashley Hayes broke the University's record for Individual points scored
in a game durin9 the Racers' 97-93 win
over Tennessee State University
Wednesday niQht. 18.
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CostS from storm
prove substantial

NEWS, 2A

Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief

Call of Fame
One photographer
chose a risky place
to take pictures last
week.

-------

OPINION, SA

Misty Hays/The News

Travel is hindered by fallen debris and ice coverinq many Kentucky roads last week durfnq the historic Ice storm. Many students returned home Wednesday or souqht shelter at one of the warminq centers on campus.

Recovery is campus' focus

Face Off
Students debate
whether a stateWide smoking ban
should be passed.

Mia Walters
News Editor
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When a historic winter storm
raged through Murray last week,
students, faculty, staff and members of the community looked to
the University for answers.
Jeff Steen, Calloway County
deputy director of emergency
management, coordinated efforts
to provide the answers and support the campus and community
sought. The emergency coordination center was set up in the Public Safety building.
''As the coordinator, I assembled a force with a reP.resentative
of each local agencY," he said.
"Having everyone in the same '
room made all the difference communication is essential to
emergency management."
Murray State is currently in the
recovery stage of emergency
management, soon followed by
the mitigation stage of evaluation
of the efforts, Steen said.
"One thing that made this event
difficult to deal with was that it
was constantly changing," he said.
"We constantly had to re-evaluate
our efforts."

David Wilson, Housing director, said the nature of the disaster
made it difficult to develop a specific plan to deal with the combination of different problems, he
said.
"There's a lot of improvisation
that comes Jnto play," University
President Randy Dunn said. "You
never know what you're going to
get hit with, or what the problems
are you're going to encounter,
and you just have to work with
those and I think we were able to
do that pretty successfully."
Improvising to deal with a combination of issues, campus facilities served multiple purposes.
Lovett Auditorium was converted into a shelter, Winslow
provided free meals for emergency workers, and the campus
and community, the RSEC served
as a staging area for food and
water distribution efforts and
WKMS became the epicenter for
information. Steen said.
"WKMS became a true lifeline
for the community." David
DeVoss, chief of police, said.
With WKMS as the only real
means of mass communication,
University officials are examining

ways to better prepare for communications means in a future
disaster, Wtlson said.
''My feeling is that the University did the best job it could, and
I'm really proud of how the campus and community reacted," he
said. ·~ut a better means of communication is something we are
looking at now, especially after
relying on cell phones turned out
impossible."
Further evaluation of the
efforts and reactions of campus
officials will take place in the
coming weeks, Steen said.
"We will have to identify weak
points and work on improving
those," Steen said.
Even with room for improvement, DeVoss said he is
impressed with how things
turned out.
"Look at how bad this was, and
how bad it could have been there was' safe and orderly conduct of all of our activities," he
said. "We should be proud that
everyone cooperated well, and
that our emergency responders
had this managed well."
Mia Walters can be reached at

_______

mia. walters@murraystate.edu.
,
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Frozen debris leans on power
lines, leaving thousands of Ken- ,
tuckians without power.
choice; the University needed
to step up."
Hourly employees will
receive pay according to the
same scale used for holiday
closure. Dunn said he is also
looking to come up with extra
compensation for salary
employees.
Businesses in Murray also
felt the financial impact of the
storm. Many were forced to
close for the majority of last
week, encouraging residents
to head to Paris, Tenn., for
relief.
City Manager Jack Tarldngton said Paris did experience
a slight economic boost during the storm.
Tarkington said all the local
hotels were occupied and the
number of people at Paris
shopping centers, gas stations,
grocery stores and restaurants was up noticeably.
Said Tarkington: "It was a
little blimp on our radar economically for sure but 1 don't
know how long it'll be before
they (have specific numbers)."

Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

Governor commends University efforts

~
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With Kentucky already in a
budget crisis and as costs
from last week's icc storm
continue to grow, many Kentuckians are worrying how
the Commonwealth's budget
will fare from last week's
events.
So far more than $45 million
was incurred by state and
local governments as a result
of the ice storm.
Gov. Steve Beshear visited
campus Tuesday to thank
members of the University
and community for their
efforts during the storm.
"I've told all of the local
officials and the state officials.
we're going to do everything
we need to do and we'll worry
about the cost later," Beshear
said. "We'll be all right, we're
going to be able to get reimbursement from the federal
government for a lot of the
effort that we're making."
University President Randy
Dunn said he shares a similar
view.
"This is just one of those
situations that was really so
catastrophic there for a number of days you can't worry
about what the cost is." Dunn
s;lid. "The University has an
obligation to protect students,
to maintain the security and
facilities of the University, to
help the community, and we
did that, and we didn't worry
about (costs)."
Dunn said among other
things, costs from the storm
stem from overtime pay and
tbe purchase of food, water,
gas and generators. He said
the University is keeping
records of all the money being
spent and will submit those
for reimbursement consideration from FEMA.
"We obviously tried to document the costs so if there's
an opportunity for reimburse~
ment, we're going to grab that,
but ... it's one of those th)ngs,"
Dunn said. "There's no

University President Randy Dunn and Gov. Steve Beshear appear on
WKMS Tuesday. Beshear commended Murray State for Its storm efforts.

Gov. Steve Beshear visited
Murray State's WKMS radio station Monday to commend the
University for its efforts during
the winter storm. Sitting beside
Univenity President Randy
Dunn, Beshear addressed the
WKMS listening network.
"There are a lot of unsung
heroes involved in this whole
effort,'' Beshear said. "I've never
been more proud to be a Kentuck-

ian in my life, and a lot of the
heroes are right here at this radio
station."
Dunn shared his own pride during the interview.
"Governor, as you're proud of
all Kentuckians, I share that,'' he
said, "But I am also proud of just
literally hundreds of folks at this
University who have stepped up
to serve the region that we're in,
and we were proud and glad to be
able to do it."
Beshear also discussed FEMA

reimbursement, the emergency
declaration from the President
and the resilience of Kentuckians.
"It has been amazing how people have. handled this,'' Beshear
said. "1 mean the spirit of Kentuckians is really something. I
don't know if this comes from our
pioneer background or what, but
we're a hardy bunch, and I tell ya,
when things like this happen people just pull together - neighbors
help neighbors. strangers help
strangers."

Student Affairs focuses on developing new sexual assault policy for students on campus ·
Ashley Edwards
Editor-in-Chief
University officials are
working on revamping
Murray State's sexual
assault policy to assist
campus police during
such incidents. The new
policy may soon be tested
after it is passed, however, as the investigation on
a recent alleged rape continues.
On Jan. 18 Public Safety
received a call from the
Murray-Calloway County
Emergency Room reporting the alleged rape of a
female student that took
place on Jan.l6 in her residential college room.
The police report said
the victim knew her

alleged perpetrator, who
she let spend the night in
her room on a spare mattress when he said his car
broke down.
The report said the victim told her alleged perpetrator nothing was
going to happen between
them.
Don Robertson, vice
president for Student
Affairs, said several University
officials
are
involved when there are
sexual assault cases.
Robertson said Public
Safety contacts the Testing and Counseling Center if an assault is reported before contacting Jane
Etheridge, Women's Center director. Housing may
also get involved depend-

ing on when the incident
occurred.
"Our immediate concern is always for the victim of the assault, that
they know counseling is
available,
they have
resources like the Women's Center,'' Robertson
said.
"After that, we
determine whether the
judicial process needs to
get involved."
Robertson said it is
important all parties are
' informed of their rights.
Robertson said after a
report is made, Public
Safety then determines
whether the campus
should be alerted to the
assault. .He said whether
the rape was committed
by a stranger or an

acquaintance of the victim makes a difference.
"It's different if someone is raped and they
have no idea who it was,''
Robertson said. "You
would certainly alert the
campus because the person could still be out
there."
Robertson said every
sexual assault on campus
is investigated aggressively.
"Whether you've been
dating someone for 10
years or don't know them,
if you say no, it's rape,"
Robertson said. "The
worst case scenario, and
they are all bad, would be
if it was a rape by a
stranger who is perhaps
stlll out there."

Etheridge and Mike
Young, assistant vice
president for Student
Affairs, are currently
developing a new sexual
assault policy, which will
make the policy into an
educational and disciplinary instrument.
Etheridge said the new
consent-based policy is
geared toward student-tostudent cases and will not
only pertain to sexual
assaults, but also stalking
and dating and domestic
violence.
"We wanted to talk
about what it is that this
University really takes a
stand against,'' she said.
Etheridge said the new
policy defines several
terms and gives examples.

"There's a lot of effort
that's being made to really
use (the policy) and be:
helpful to our entire campus, to all our students,';
she said.
Etheridge said monitor·
ing alcohol intake, watching out for friends and
trusting intuition may
help protect students
from becoming victims.
"A victim can never.
prevent their victimization,'' Etheridge said.
"They can reduce their·
risk of being a victim:
Only the perpetrator can
prevent (a crime) for happening."

Ashley Edwards can be
at
reached
ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.
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Men's tennis vs.
University of
Tennessee
Chattanooga:
Kenlake Tennis
Center, free
with Racercard

ComintUP
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Cinema International

"'Culbllnca" (USA):
Feb. 12 - Feb. 14

•AWuction: 'lbe Mepmi Yokota
Story" (UK, USA):
Feb. 19 - Feb. 21

-r'be Counterf'eiten" (Austria):
Feb. 26 - Feb. 28
Movies begin at 7:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater. Admission
is free.

Jf you would like aa eveat to
appear in the 1'hit Week section.
fill out a form in the Murray State
News office at W Wilson Hall, fax
to 809-3175 or e-mall blformation to
thenews@murrayState.edu.
Please submit eveDts by aoon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Police Beat- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Jan. 29
2:11a.m. A caller from H ickory
Drive reported a power line
fell and hit the top of a police
car. An officer took a report.
4:00 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a broken pipe
and water leaking on an electrical outlet.
S:22 p.m. A caller at College
Courts reported a smoke
detector going off in an unoccupied apartment. The Murray
Fire Department and Central
Plant were notified of the malfunct ion. An officer took a
report.

Jan.30
12:14 a.m. A caller from Blackburn Science Building report·ed a male and female wander.ing the halls. The people ~re
:gone on officer arrival.
•12:3S p.m. A caller from 15th
·Street and Olive Boulevard
requested assistance for an
asthmatic person. The Murray

Transit Authority assisted
with transport of the person to
the Weaks Center.
8:05 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a verbal warning to a
driver at 16th Street and Ryan
Avenue for not using headlights and for being out past
temporary city curfew.
11:27 p.m. A caller from Lovett
Auditorium reported bearing
the sound of a blown transformer. Murray Electric said
they were aware of the transformer on South 16th Street.

Jan. 31
1:06 a.m. A caller from the
Business Building reported a
valve on a sprinkler was not
working properly. Central
Plant and the Office of Environmental Safety and Health
were notified. An officer took a
report.
4:15 p.m. Murray Fire Depart·
ment at Noith Farm put out a
brush fire, which may started
as a result of Murray Electric

working on a pole. The state
fire marshal and the Office of
Environmental Safety and
Health were notified. An officer took a report.

Feb. I
1:41 p.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported kids loitering
around the building. An officer
asked them to leave campus.
3:00 p.m. A caller from the
Hancock Bio logical Stat ion
said a generator was out of gas.
8:27 p..DL A professor from
Blackburn Science Building
reported a computer was not
working. Tech support was
notified.

Feb.2
1:28 p.m. A caller from Public
Safety reported ~e theft Qf ~
Racercard. An officer tOok a
report of theft of property lost,
mislaid or delivered by mistake less than $300.
5:3S p.m. The residence direc-

tor of Hart College reported
plumbing problems in a third
floor. Central Plant was notified.
9:-45p.m. A caller from the Carme n Pavilion requested assistance for keys locked inside a
copy room. An officer
retrieved the keys.

Feb.3
12:10 a.m. A caller from the
North Farm reported an open
garage door in the recycling
building. The building coord inator was notified.
7:S4 a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported smelling
smoke. Murray Fire Department, Facilities Management,
the state fire marshal and the
Office of Environmental Safety
and vealth were notified. An

ofG~,.. ~lflhe

smell was caused

~a

heater

iwi~·~~Jt fus~:-A'.\:9~fr:
took a report.
3:02 a.m. A caller from the
Che mistry Building reported

being blocked in by the construction crew and needing to
go to an emergency room. An
officer located the owners of
the vehicles, who moved them.

Feb.4
10:19 a.m. Murray Police
Department received a 911 call
reporting a student who
passed out. Police notified
Emergency Medical Services,
but student refused transport.
1-n officer took a repon,
7:S8 p.m. A faculty member
from the New Fine Arts Building reported an alarm activation. Central Plant and the
Office of Environmental Safety

and Health were notified. Central Plant fixed the problem at
9:40 p.m. An officer took a
report.
9:40 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Brittany N.
Dorris, junior from Madisonville, Ky., for disregarding a
stop sign.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - I
Arrests- 0

Assistant News Editor Robin
Phelps compiles Police Beat
with materials provided by Public Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

AA n would like to recognize the following sisters
Newly Appointed Officers:
President- Jessica Beaty
Philanthropy- Kristin Hendricks
Coneesponding Secretary - Katie

Executiw V.P. - Colleen Campbell
Recruitment V.P. - Anna Miller
Membership Education V. P. - Liz Chester Mynear
V.P. Finance- Lauren Schmidt
SCholarship- Shelby Good lad
Asst. Treasurer- Kylee Tippett
Public Relations- Pam Myrick
Standards- Emily Bfue
Music- Heather Scheibel
Social - Alyssa Reiman
~rts - Lindsay Burns
Panhellenic Delegate- Lauren Bauer 6Uard- Devan Buckhalter
New M• ber Coorcrnator- Jennie
Spirit- Ashl~ Callis
Dickerson
Chaplain -Allison Brugge

Dean's List
mily Blue
Buckhalter
arah Cushing
lly Fuqua
helby Good lad
Hobbs

Alicia Pike
Samo.ntha Rosewell
Allyssa Withrow
Sarah Balbach
Lcwren Bcwer
Carrie Brad ley
Ko.yla Breen

Lcwra Breen
Zarah Calvin
Colleen Campbell
Sarah Cherry
Pcwla Ci1sell
Lyndsey Davis
Jennie DickerJon

Kri1tin Hendricks
Elizabeth Lee
Lucy Love
Pam Myrick
Brooke Phillips
Aly11a Reiman
Lauren Wheatley

Thanks to Our Advisers
for Their Continued
Support
Beth Brockman
Alison Marshall
Susan Carlisle
Amanda Russell
Jennifer Hunter
Wendy Tudor

Propertr Manager - Samantha
Rosewel

Recor-ding Secret ti'Y - Whitney Robert-

son
Historian- Lauren Wheatley:
6ift Mart - Jessica MinyarCJ

Formal Recruitment - Jessica Bickwermert

Recruitment Info- Carrie Bradley
Leadership - Sarah Cherry

4.0 9A's
Emily Blue
Shelby Good lad
Samantha
Rosewell

Allyssa Withrow
Colleen Campbell
Kristin Hendricks
Pam Myrick

Sarah Balbach

WELCOME ALL
PRESIDENTIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
CANDIDATES!
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Spotlight

Published faculty helps students 'speak with ease'j
Amanda Crider
Staff writer
A subject often rousing fear
in many students is public
speaking.
Some students and adults do
not have the knowledge or
skills to create an effective presentation.
Now fears can subside
thanks to a new book by a
Murray State f:tculty member.
Crystal ~ole man, director of
competitive speech and debate
nnd Elizabeth College Head,
recently published a new book
titled "Speaking with Ease:

Handy Tips and Highly Practi"I was inspired by watching poorly concal Examples for Public and
structed
and delivered presentations by
Employment Related Presentaall sorts of people. Instead of criticizing
tions."
"We often take presentations
them, I decided to help them any way I
for granted and throw things
could."
together the night before;•
-crystal Coleman
Coleman said. "This book
teaches readers how to create a
director of speech and debate
presentation quickly without
throwing it together:"
Coleman said the book con- internship and a tribute at a
Coleman found inspiration
tains more than 25 examples of keynote address.
to write her book after teach"I like it because it helps stu- ing public speaking for years
potential presentations.
The book includes examples dents and professionals with and said she noticed a flaw
and guidelines for writing • any presentation," Coleman with the way introductory
speeches including a eulogy, said. "It's a book to keep for courses were taught.
wedding toast, interview for an life."
"After teaching about 10

years. I noticed the traditional
way that public speaking is
taught is effective as far as
helping students alleviate their
fears, but not effective as far as
creating the skills necessary
for a graduate to be an effective public speaker and a
dynamic presenter," Coleman
said. I was inspired by watching poorly constructed and
ddivcred presentations by all
sorts of people. Instl•ad of criticizing them, I decided to help
them any way I could."
Coleman said publishing
"Speaking with Ease" was an
accomplishment, but she said

she is far from finished.
"There will be a second edition, probably a revision or
expansion," Coleman said. "It
was fun to create and it's a
blessing to see your vision
actually come to fruition."
Coleman's book, "Speaking
with Ease" will be available for
purchase at kendallhunt.com ,
~
for $35.
Students and faculty can cur-:
rently purchase Colcman's~
book at the University Store..
for the same price.
Amanda Crider can bf!
reached at amanda.cridl.'r@
murraystate.edu.
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Opinion Editor: Clayton Vertrees
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

.

Racers push through winter ice
Winter storm combines emergency types, campus provides tJnique solutions
..

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Murray State News.
Students have begun referring to last week
by names Like "Ice Break 2009" and "Snowpocalypse."
Power, water and communication outages
tend to clisrupt the normalcy of daily life and
given the circumstances, Murray State performed admirably on the ice.
The idea of students carrying buckets of
water into a restroom for toilet use definitely
lacks a certain romanticism. Rarely do buckets of water ever scream "We have this atl
under control. We will make it out of this."
But in the case of last week, buckets were
what the University had to help students in
Lovett Auditorium manage a situation for a

few days.
Throughout the week Murray State's
administrators continued to manage campus
safety in a perfect storm of emergencies.
Early the first morning after the campus
froze, President Randy Dunn began managing
communication between the University and
its students, faculty and staff.
From then on, Dunn continued to remain
visible across campus.
Students uncertain about the latest updates
about the storm, or those completely oblivious. had ample opportunities to contact Murray State's president during his countless
walks across campus.
Despite a general lack of Internet and cellular phone service, officials like Dunn worked

closely with WKMS, Murray State's NPR affiliate. to broadcast incoming news updates
regarding the campus and Murray community.
Again, Murray State rolled with the situation and found a solution that fit. Despite the
challenges, Murray State found methods to
ensure the campus' safety in the best ways
available.
Considering the challenges the University
faced, things could have gone very cliffercnt
last week but Dunn was flexible and proved to
be a leader.
University administrators opened warming
centers across campus, as well as distributed
food to both students and MUrray community
members.

1

what do you think•••
how did you survive Ice Break 2009?

---=-

~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~

-

~.:.-----

______.

--------

-

"I went back to the basics. I cooked off
the grill and played old-fashioned board
games under lots of covers."

--~
---:.._____ ..
-

c:::=:_::---::::::::=-=:::

Lovett Auditorium opened to students who
slept on carpeted floor as well as the hardwood stage. Winslow Dining Hall gave stu·
dents the comfort of regular meals.
The work done by Murray State has already
resonated across the state to Frankfort. Last
week's experiences will enable Murray State
administrators to increase preparedness for
future situations.
Like any disaster on Murray State's campus,
officials will look back at what happened, and
what changes could improve security policies.
The News commends President Dunn and
other University officials who trudged
through the snow and ice last week to ensure
the safety of students, campus and the city of
Murray.

~

-c::----~~
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Melanie Beyke • Louisville, Ky.
sophomore

-----

"I made a central room in the house and

stayed there with family and friends. We
used the grill to cook meats."

) I l
/

Natasha Bridgeman • Gilbertsville, Ky.
junior
'

l j

'f

•

J'l went back home only to find another
blackout and I survived there by candles,
blankets and board games."

Carrie Lardner • louisville, Ky.
senior

·'''. '
'

Melis!oa De Young/The Nf'ws

Your voice

Do you

say?

Expensive supplies fill Super Bowl demands

Joe Violet
Joe Violet is a junior
from Paducah, Ky.

Three million dollars.
According to the Wall Street
Journal, the cost just to make a
bid for a 30-second spot for a
Super Bowl commercial this
year was $3 million. That
equates to $100,000 per second.
Now, why would someone
want to throw away $100,000
for just one second to be on TV
for just one second? Good
question. easy answer: business. According to Nielsen
Media Research, the average
commercial aired during Super
Bowl XLI received a national
television rating of32.l percent
among persons older than age
two and was viewed by 92.8
million people. That's one heck
of a demographic to peddle
your product to ladies and gentlemen.
The Super Bowl itself, incidentally, received a rating of
32.8 million viewers. What
does this mean, you might be
asking. It means the commercials aired during the Super
Bowl are nearly as popular to
view as the game itself. It
sounds like common sense I
know, but it brings me to my
real point.
The NFL, just like any other
professional sport in this
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Of course, there's always the
chance of drawing bad publici·
ty, like the halftime show a few
years ago that resulted in Janet
Jackson's infamous wardrobe
malfunction. Has anyone
noticed since 2004, the Super
Bowl halftime show has been
performed by older bands, and
in the case of 2007, accompanied by a school band? I
believe this is because with
older performers. you have a
pretty good idea of what you're
going to see, as opposed to the
unexpected sham in 2004.
Once again, we have an
attempt to appeal to a larger
audience, as this also appeals
to older fans.
I know some of this sounds
like common sense to some of
you, and to some it's a new perspective on the sport. Whatever your thoughts may be on
this commentary, I just hope it '
explains why the Super Bowl
itself is such a phenomenon.
To me, it's common sense,
but then again, Thomas Paine
thought the same thing about
300 years ago too.
All I ask is for you think
about it next year when you
see the Super Bowl and won·
der why it's so huge ... it's just
the nature of the beast.

world, is not just a form of
entertainment, but a business.
When an athlete like Plaxico
Burress signs a five-year,
$27.25 million dollar contract,
something has to be done by
the team to fulfill this contractual obligation. His team, just
like any other team, benefits
from several factors like NFL
general revenue, team merchandising and game attendance. With all of these different ways to make money it all
ties in with a cardinal rule of
business: always have the supply to meet the demand.
What is the demand?
Besides the obvious demand
(or athletic feats, you'd also
need a way to draw in casual
fans to go with your usual diehard fans, right? Then you
need more than just your ath·
letes to produce revenue ... and
that's where all the advertising
campaigns come in.
The variety of commercials
during the Super Bowl is a perfect illustration of this, with
everything from car insurance
to Doritos being advertised.
While NBC made money from
the spots, so did the league
from their product being
allowed to be shown while
allowing these advertisements.
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Letters
University student visits circus, finds gold
Dear Editor,
My latest trip to the circus basically paid for itselfl
During the performance, I was invited to ride in the tiny little
clown car. The driver told me to buckle up. and the next thing
1knew, he handed me a sack of gold!
I will never have to use my meal plan again!
But in the end, I realized gold cannot buy happiness. In many
cases people arc never truly happy until they send their interesting stories or ideas to The Murray State News at thenews@murraystate.edu.
-Cbanston Baggins, a very small town, Ky.

I From the front
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Editor-in-Chief • 809-6877
Mia Walters
News Editor • 809-4468
Clayton Vertrees
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Whitney Harrod
Features Editor • 809-5871
Alison MuQier
Sports Editor • 809-4481

ould you like to share a rare
IIJUIIldllt or evea your favorite story
about a pet squ&rell

Erika Forber9

Advertising Manager· 809-4478
Katelyn Swift
Production Manager • 809·5874
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809-5878
Emily Wuchner
Chief Copy Editor • 809-5876
Joe Hed9es
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<From top left) Bridal section picture by Misty Hays/ The News; Women's basketball picture by Rick
Burres/ The News. vtdeo camera graphic by Misty Hays/The News; (sidebar from top) CaU of fame
I graphic by Robin Phelps/ The News; Face Off graphic courtesy of binqo·reviewer.com; myTunes by
Kristen Miller/The News,· weather graphics by Kristen Miller/The News: weather information cour·
tesy weather.com
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Face Off

Should Kentucky ban smoking in public?
NO
YES
Astatewide ban
on smoking is
irresponsible
The purpose of having a system
of law is to represent the moral
view of the people and reflect
those morals in a just way for
society. The fundamental basis of
constitutionalism in this country
is that elected officials write laws
reflecting the majority view of the
people, while at the same time
protecting the rights of the minority.
A statewide ban of smoking· for
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
would not be appropriate in the
present political climate because
it would not reflect the overwhelming view of the majority
population.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky has a long tradition, history
and even love affair with tobacco.
As a state, our economy depends
on the growth and export of
tobacco. This economic addiction
to tobacco is unlikely to change
any time soon.
Though gover nment has the
duty to protect the health of its
citizens, this duty only extends so
far. Louisville and Lexington have
enacted city-wide bans for smoking in public places to protect the
health of workers and consumers.
A<>o a native of Louisville, I am
proud my city fi nally banned
smoking in res taurants, bars and
workplaces. Secondhand smoke is
a proven carcinogen, and I am
grateful to breathe clean air in my
hometown.
ln spite of my support for local,
city or county-wide bans, .a
statewide ban for smoking would
be wildly inappr opriate and ultimately ineffective. A state law
should reflect the majority view
of the population. not the just the
majority view of the two largest
cities within that population.
Louisville and
Lexington,
though they have substantial voting populations, are very different
places to live than most other
areas of the Commonwealth.
Louisville and Lexington represen t a minority viewpoint in Kentucky politics. One only has to
look at the returns of the most
recent presidential election to
understand these areas stand o ut
politically because they are significantly more liberal than the rest
of the counties. T he political
views of the liberal cities of Kentucky contrast sharply with the

Sar8b Norris
is a senior
from Louisville, Ky.

conservatism of the rural areas.
Though the bans on smoking in
Louisville and Lexington are
largely popular, a statewide ban
would be unpopular and difficult
to enforce. It would represent a
minority viewpoint usurping the
majority.
Imagine if such a ban were
enacted. Does anyone really th ink
it would be . enforced in rural
areas? Most areas of western Kentucky are not ready for that typ~:
of intrusive law.
If popular sentiment was in
support for a statewide ban on
smoking in public places, our
dected representatives in Frank·
fort should rightfully considl'r
making it law. Public sentiment in
Kentucky reflects the view that
big government should stay out of
the lives of private citizens.
I am adamantly opposed to
smoking because of its horrible
effects on health. Kentucky has a
very high rate of youth and adult
smoking and smokers arc literally
killing themselves.
The Commonwealth of Kentucky should focus its anti-smoking efforts on raising the cigarette
tax, increased funding for youth
anti-smoking campaigns and adult
campaigns to assist people in quitting. It should not ban smoking in
public places in the hope that this
will lead to the people in Kentucky overcornir!& their addiction
to tobacco. r .,.. s

Runa muk

Trevin Holder

Asmoking ban is
anecessary
health measure

Simply
Put
Perspective on the storm
that halted Murray State

What happened last
week?
is a senior
Murray Statt• Uni·
ver.sity
hardly ever
from Smithland, Ky.
shuts down because of
weather. So, 1 know
something
h istoric
happened - but what
kind of something?
Every year, around 38,000 peoa number of cities across the state
Should 1 appreciate
Clayton
ple in the United States die presuch as Paducah, lexington and
what happened or feel
mature, unpleasant and completeLouisville. preventing smoking in
Vertrees relieved I was not sent
ly preventable deaths.
public p laces like bars, restauto the hospital?
The people dir ectly responsible
rants and work places. These arc 1
A part of me feels like I accomplished
for these deaths ar e those closest
the main places non-smokers arc
something by surviving without steady
to you: moms, teachers, uncles,
subjected to the life shortening
communication to old h igh school frienils
best ' friends and others. Their
effects of secondhand smoke.
or far-off Murray State nlums via Faceweapon is none other than the
While effects of secondhand
book.
cigarette and the victims are
smoke most commonly manifest
But if somebody asked me to describe
innocent non-smokers.
themselves through deaths result- the aftermath of last wcl•k's storm, · I
While smoking bans have been
ing from heart disease and lung would feel uncomfortablt• talking about
instituted in various c1ttes
cancer, we're now beginning to how time stood still because of the loss
throughout the state, in Murray it
see in alarming numbers, the of modern conveniences.
is still next to impossible to have
effects smoker's selfish habits are
Personally, life returned to normal
a night on the town without comhaving on young children.
when I could drink water stra i ~ht from
ing home reeking of secondhand
According to the American the tap without having to keep it on a
smoke from others' cigarettes.
Cancer Society, secondhand rolling boil for three minutes.
That odor is the only remaining
smoke increases the number and
I overlooked basics of modern hygiene
evidence of more than 60 life·
severity of asthma attacks in for a few days. but never felt like I faced
altering carcinogens, amongst
young children causing 150,000 to any immediate danger. People just stood
some 4,000 chemicals - some
300.000 lung infections in chil- further away during conversations.
with names so long they make scidren under 18 months old, around
But that is only one perspective. I nt•ed
entists cringe - you had reeking
430 sudden infant death syn- to consider other possible C.'l:perienccs
havoc on your lungs just hours
drome deaths and causes close to when decid ing how to vjcw last week.
before.
750,000 inner car infections in Easily, my favorite term for life :tfter the
Making national headlines lateyoung children in the United storm was "lee Break 200t.l."
ly is Kentucky Senate President,
States each year.
For those whose apartment's did not
David Williams and his proposal
While a ban on smoking would catch on fire, or those who did not get
for a state-wide ban on smoking.
greatly affect thuse unwillfully sick off dirty water, lasl wt•ck was an
Pairing that with Gov. Steve
exposed to secondhand smoke on unexpected gift.
a daily basis, Kentuckians
Bcshcar's proposed increase in
School closed on Wednesday and yuu
the cigarette tax from $.30 to
throughout the stahl would begin had until Monday morning to do whall'V·
$1.00, he and Sen. Williams are
to notice changes in their overall er or go wherever you needed to survive.
prepared to put the needs of Kenhealth and well being, as well as Some refused to have their liws crippled
by frozen water and resumed life by the
tucky citizens on the top of the
that of their fellow citizen s.
Theoretically, a smoking ban beach.
agenda.
lf you had to flee south to a warmer,
T h is ban on smoking would
would also work toward . putting
resemble bans already in place in
money back into everyone's pock- safer climate to survive, so be it.
If you stayed in Murray, last week was
ets through decreased insurance
premiums, less frequent doctor a return to simpler times. Things see med
to slow down, and life may have let you
visits and increased activity from
non-smokers in new smoke-free wrap yourself up in the moment to res t
for awhile.
Having a smoking
environments.
You may have held onto dear life in
W hile opponents may argue ·
tectlon In a rertaurant
front
of a warm fireplace. Since police
smoking bans infringe on personl11lkt having a peeing
officials
typically frown upon huntin!;
al rights of choice, there comes a
tectlon In a pool.
time w hen we need to begin within city limits, you may have decided
thi nking logically about how right to roast marshmallows with your friends
the consequences of that choice and laugh the night away.
ln this case, you actually dcb:ttcd taking
arc.
The right to smoke doesn't give down a power line or two, or putting a
smokers the righ t to sentence few holes in a water main to stay in a simnon-smokers to the same prema- p ler time.
What if you had not banded with other
ture and painfu l deaths that they
survi
vors and instead spent quality time
arc likely bound for.
by yourself?
Nor, does the right to smoke
Whlle your classmates relaxed in a hot
mean children should suffer
Florida sun, you thought about how an
increased illness.
empty tank and wallet left you to freeze
Kentucky legislators should
in the outskirts. of a .small college town.
step up and make the necessary
Limited forms of entertainment provid decision to give all Kcnruckians
ed few other options than purifying
the right to health ier lifestyles
drinking water alone.
and increased standards of living.
Hot water and loneliness only s tay
interesting for only so long.
Monday, you may have returnl•d to
classes thinking about the looks on people's faces when you helped get them
back on their feet.
For a few minutes you talked to sumcUHH... Vou ANVA
body you had never met before.
A man told you how a fallen tree limb
~ fA[) SouTH~
in his driveway kept him from lt•aving his
home until somebody could move it. You
sat aside a few minutes to listen to this
gentleman.
Maybe you made an impact in somebody's life by standing there while they
entertained you with an account of the
storm's aftermath.
Then again. I based each of tlwsc stories on broad generalities.
If you cannot relate to any of these scenarios, relax - life can he a very specific
experience.

Logan Smith

w

Clayton Vcrtrt.>cs can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystatc.cdu.

Write to us

•

The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each week via e·mail or thenews.org.
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Scholarship undergoes [
~~~ege ~~~~s t~c.~~!!e reform, adds research
Faculty Changes

Staff writer

Hester and Lee Clark colleges
arc losing their college heads at
the conclusion of this semester.
Eric Umstead, assistant professor of adolescent, career and spc·
cial education, said he plans to
return to teaching full-time. Faculty members give up half their
course load when they take the
college head position.
Umstead, a 1985 Murray State
graduate, returned to teach in
2000 and took over as Hester's
college head in 2006.
"The past three years have been
my best three years since coming
to Murray as a professor."
Umstead said. "Being Hester's
college head, has been the best.
most gratifying additional job I
have done since I have been here.
"The relationships I have established, I never would have been
able to establish otherwise. To
see students in a social setting
instead of just the classroom has
really made teaching so much
more worthwhile."
Umstead's return to full·timc
teaching is due to concerns for .
the education department and the
number of education classes

Amish.
neighbors
lend a
hand
during
·stonn

•

Umstead hopes his increased
availability next semester will
give students more course
options.
"If we are able to offer addi·
tional courses, it really benefits
the students," Umstead said. "We
are also updating our programs
and the courses arc changing. I
want to be a better professor; my
goal 'is to be the very best teacher
I can be, and it is hard to do with
the time involved being a college
head .''
Umstead said he hopes to con·
tinue his involvement in Hester
activities once this semester is
done, but he said he first hopes to
help prepare the incoming college
head with the various job rcsponsibilities.
"I hope to help get the new college head acclimated, to help
smooth the transition," Umstead
said. "There is a lot of work to uo
to prepare for next year."
Steve Horwood, former profcssor of graphic communications, is
rctii:ing from the Lee Clark college head position after retiring
from teaching in December.
Horwood said he will then
spend his time farming.
Horwood was one of the origi-

Associated Press
MAYFIELD, Ky. - When
the wind died down and the
icc storm had passed, Joe
Stutzman gathered his spare
lanterns and stepped out of
his Amish farmhouse to lend
them to his modern-living
neighbors.
"I feel sorry for my neighbors who were used to electricity and all of a sudden didn't have it," Stutzman said. "1
know that must be hard for
them."
Hundreds of thousands of
people in Kentucky have
been without electricity for
their lights, furnaces, ovens
and refrigerators since the
storm hit more than a week
ago and some spots might not
get power back for weeks.
But Kentucky's Amish have
been living that way all their
lives. And when the disaster

1

When the system was implemented, some students and facul- Jessica Perez
ty did not like the idea of the res- Contributing Writer
identi:ll collcgl~ system, Horwood
said.
Recent changes made to the Honors
Horwood took interest in tak- Program at Murray State arc bringing
ing a college head position hope to this fall's incoming freshman.
because of tht! variety of students
The Presidential Fellowship is a scholhe could meet.
arship that will match recipients with
"The residential college system Murray professors. They will engage in a
has made a difference on recruit- , four-year course of undergraduate
ment; more students came back research studies in their area of study.
after the first year of the residenThe Fellowship will cover the entire
tial college system than before," cost of tuition, room and board plus any
Horwood said. "That was not just additional student fees throughout the
because of the residential college duration of their attendance.
system, but it is one factor that
According to the Murray State's Scho1kept student~; coming back.
arship Office Web site, the original
"Over the years, I believe I can requirements for applicants were a minitake some credit for keeping a few mum 28 ACT score and a 3.75 GPA.
students in school, But several
This year applicants for the Presidenkids have stayed in school tial Scholarship program are required to
because they have someone to have a minimum 30 ACT score and a 4.0
talk to. That is a main goal of a GPA.
college head is to be there for the
Warren Edminster, Honors Program
students for them to come talk to. director, said University officials have
We an: supposed to be getting to discussed changes for a while. What was
know the students.''
previously referred to as the Presidential
Deadlines for college head Scholarship is now the Presidential Fel·
applications arc in early March. lowship.
University officials plan to fill the
"A fellow is someone who is given a
positions by April.
stipend for research, so that's why we
Megan Lockt.' can be reached at decided to change the name from the
megan.Jockc@murraystatc.edu.
Presidential Scholarship to the Presiden·

struck, they lent a hand to
their non-Amish nei~hbors
and showed them how it is
done.
"Those folks are very good
at sustaining themselves,"
said Master Sgt. Paul Mouille:oeaux, a National Guard
spokesman.
The Stutzman family. and
the roughly 8,500 other
Amish in the stall', were
essentially unaffected by the
storm that knocked out
power to more than 1.3 mil~
lion customers last week,
about half of them in Ken·
tucky.
Stutzman, his wife and
their seven children were
secure in their warm. two·
story home amid com and
soybean fields and swampy
stands of cypress in we:~tern
Kentucky.
"We paid it no attention,"
Stutzman said Tuesday,

relaxing in a handmade rocking chair as a wood stove
across the room radiated heat
on a windy morning with
temperatures in the low 20s.
He grabbed a log, taken
from a big pile out back,
threw it on the fire and lit a
kerosene lamp. The cellar
was stocked with canned
goods, the milk cow safe in
tht! barn.
Stutzman's wife and two of
their daughters used the
wood-fired oven in the
kitchen to do their baking.
Stutzman, a sturdy 40-yearold with a traditional Amish
beard and black-brimmed hat,
said he would not have even
known the storm was coming
if one of liis neighbors had
not told him about the forecast.
He is a member of the Old
Order Amish, a sect that
shuns modern conveniences

1"

tial Fellowship," Edminster said. "Presi-"
dential scholars are handpicked from the.;J
top students at Murray State Universi~~
and being chosen provides them with the; •
chance to be involved in undergraduate)
research programs. lt gets their foot in,.1
the door so to speak."
:
The original date for the Presidentiar.
Fellowship Interview Day was jan. 31, bu~
due to the ice storJll, the interview day~.
was rescheduled.
•..:
MThe srudents who qualified will be.~
interviewing and writing essays," Edmin""''
ster said. "Out of those 36 students, 10 will~]·
be offered Presidential Fellowship Schol...,
arships and will then become the presi
dential fellows."
..
Edminster said Murray State's adminis:..J
tration works hard to get all of their students involved in undergraduate
research.
lr
"Students who are chosen to become
fellows spend their first and second year
working primarily as assistants to
assigned faculty members," Edminster •
said. "Then students will be challenged to
become more responsible, or more like a
junior partner. By the end of their college
career we will be looking for students to
be doing presentations and publications
in undergraduate research magazines."
jessica Perez can be reached at
jessica.percz@murraystate.cdu.

such as radios and televisions.
James
and
Beverly
Hutchins, a non-Amish coupie who sheltered nine relatives in their home, said they
do not know what they would
have done without the Amish
family across the road from
them. not far from the Stutzmans.
The neighbors brought
over hot coffee every morning during the week the
power was out, (".Best coffee 1
ever drank," James Hutchins
said), provided well water,
cooked a meal for them, lent
them a kerosene lantern and
fixed the one lantern the
Hutchinses .had.
"Best neighbOrs we've ever
had, and we've been around a
few places," James Hutchins
said.
Beverly Hutchins said she
told the Amish family she

would turn her porch light oj
when the power came back
on as a signal so they would
know they did not need to-e
bring over coffee. That finally
happt.mcd Tuesday night.
Mayfield Mayor Arthur
Byrn said many in his town o£1
about 10,000 will live withou~
modern conveniences for~
some time.
1
Nearly half the town and
most of the outlying areas •
remain
without
power,,
though utility crews werj;!J
working around the clock t(}
repair transmission lines.
In the meantime, many re~-.
idents will depend on th6
kindness of the neighbors.
whose way of life they probably appreciate a UttJe more~
now.
The Hutchinses said their!
week without electricity gave,
them a glimpse into how their_.
neighbors live.
1;:.

START DATE: February 16, 2009

Will YOU be selected to participate??
Watch for your selection letter &e-maill
Sponsored by:

Murray State University

Coalition for Alcohol Risk Education
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rstalking 1

Panel to
Robin Phelps
Assistant News Editor

Photo illu~tration by Liluren Bell

Jane Etheridge, Women's Center director. urges students to use more caution
when using Facebook.

Stalking and cyber stalking statistics
•Two-thirds of stalkers pursue their victims at least once per week
using more than one method.
· Seventy-eight percent of stalkers use multiple means·of approach.
· Thirteen percent of college women are stalked durinQ one six to nine
month period.
lnform.\lion courtesy of survivorsservkes org

Though January was National
Stalking Aware ness month. the
Women's Center will continue
encouraging the awareness
throughout the semester.
With a panel rescheduled for
3:30 p.m. March 31 in the Curris
Center Barkley Room. the Women's Center will shed more light
on the latest form of stalking
within Generation Y.
"This is an issue a lot of us in
the field don't know about," Jane
Etheridge. director of the Women's Center. said. "It's a relatively new phenomenon. Research
says 25 percent of stalking incidents are cyber stalking incidents."
According to Kentucky law, as
stated in KRS 508.130. stalking is
defined as the following:
"To 'stalk' means to engage in
an intentional course of conduct:
directed at a specific person or
persons, which seriously alarms,
annoys, intimidates or harasses
the person or persons: and
serves no legitimate purpose."
While stalking may be made
easier through the Internet and
sites
like Facebook and
MySpace. many students are

aware of how .stalking starts and
how to prevent it in their own
lives.
"I don't even accept people
unless 1 know who they are," .
Kyle Tiernan, junior from St.
Louis, Mo., said when he sees a
friend request on his Facebook
home page.
While Facebook may seem to
be a safer media and a less stalker-friendly site to some, Veronica
Dowlat, junior
from
Louisville, Ky .. said MySpace
does not have the same features.
Dowlat said she remembers a
time when she spoke to someone she did not know and the
person became upset and
adamant about keeping in contact with her.
"I said 'bi' to him because 1
thought the guy was attractive,
but he turned out to be crazy,"
Dowlat said.
Much
like
the
advice
Etheridge gives to students,
Dowlat said she ceased contact
with the person and abandoned
her MySpace page briefly.
Said Etheridge: "Though you
want to be nice, you have to stop
contact."
Robin Phelps can be reached
at robinj.phdps@murraystate.
cdu.
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Across campus
Girlhood Project ...... ta'lpll

Tbt University will bo$t the KentuCky Girl·
bood Project exhibition &om 6 tO 9 p.m. Feb. '1:1
through April S at the Clara M. Easle Art Gallery
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
The 2009 KGP is a mtewlde contemporary
art pro~ prom.odng KentuCky female visual
artisans, wtiters. muslc:iaa$, performance and
video artists.

Women's Ceater sDI1s balni'W
The Women's Center will continue with
Spring ,.._ertivenes~~ Trainjng sessi!;>n• &om
12:30 to 1:45 p.m, in Ordway }l~ Room 305 QD

Thursday$.
The training sessions are desiped tO help
students become more assertive aod comfort·
~b1e in theit day·to..ciay conununicatlcm with
other$.
Registration for the sessions wW take~ at
n a.m. and 1:30 p.IQ. Curris Ceacer secOnd Ooor
concourse fr9m TueSday to Thursday.
To register for the sosiOns call the Women's
Center at 809-3140, visit Ordway HaU suite 201
or send an e-maU to womeasc:eater@
murraystate.edu.

.ResNet aa., Inlet aetacc n•te~et
On Monday students Uvins iD the reaidelltial
collegea will have to reaet fhelr ResNet $}'$tell1

to access the Internet.
This is required for updating antivirus and
antlspyware programs;
To avoid faillDg the scan. stuc:lents should
reset before .Mooday.

Enrollment efforts decentralize to meet 12xl2 aspirations
Megan Locke
Staff writer
•Changes in Enrollment
Management last May have
proved successful with the
University experiencing an
enrollment increase.
Due to enrollment decentralization, University officials chose to shuffle the
Enrollment
Management
office.
According to the president's directive on enrollment
management changes, the
decentralization split enrollment responsibilities between
several different offices.
For example, the . Institute
for International Studies handles international students,
the Provost's Office handles
graduate students and the

Center for Continuing Educ.1tion and Academic Outreach
handles transfer students.
The decentralization comes
at the heels of the University's 12xl2 initiative, increasing
enrollment to 12,000 students
by fall 2012.
The initiative comes as a
response to the Council for
Postsecondary Education's
plan to double the number of
Kentuckians with baccalaureate degrees by 2020.
To help promote..the push
for enrollment, the school
relations and admissions
offices combined to form the
Office of Enrollment Management, which functions in two
separate divisions: recruitment and undergraduate
admissions.
According to University

President Randy Dunn's
directive on enrollment management changes, Alison
Marshall serves as the interim
executive director for Enrollment Management as the University prepares to search for
a permanent executive director.
In spring 2008, before the
new enrollment initiatives
went into effect, the University experienced a decline in
undergraduate enrollment,
falling from about 7,682 people in spring 2007 to 7,666
people.
In the same time span, however, graduate e nro llment
increased about 2.9 percent
from 1,694 people to 1,749
people.
According to a University
press release. enrollment

numbers for fall 2009 spiked
across the board with a 4.5
percent increase in freshman
enrollment, 2.8 percent
increase in graduate enrollment and 7.4 percent increase
in international enrollment.
Catherine Sivills, assistant
vice president of University
Communications. said decentralization is working for the
University. Sivills said the
admissions office received
600 more applications than
last year.
"So far, it appears it has
been a successful transition,"
she said. "Personally, I've
seen the efforts that recruiting and admissions are
putting into the whole
process."
While Sivills said a lot of
recruiting methods remained

the same after decentralization, some fresh ideas may
have helped boost enrollment. Sivills said Director of
Recruitment Shawn Smee
brought a new perspective.
A new computer system,
which automatically adds students to the University's system once they apply, helps
track student interest so
enrollment staff can better
attract students.
"The charge now is to take
the 600 extra applications and
close the deal," she said. "We
still have a lot of work to do if
we want to reach 12,000 students.... I have a good feeling
about it. Murray State has a
lot to offer in other areas as
well.
"We saw an increase this
last year in international stu-

dents and extended campuses. especially Paducah. We
saw growth in a lot of the
(enrollment) categories."
Chief of Staff Joshua Jacobs
said changes are having a positive effect, and the Institute
for International Affairs
recently hired additional staff
to help handle the demands of
enrollment.
"I think anytime you make
changes it takes time to realize all the gains," Jacobs said.
"Shawn Smee and Alison
Marshall are doing a great job
crafting our next class at Murray State University. We are
already seeing additional
applications to the institution.
We are doing very well."
Megan Locke can be
reached at megan.locke@
murraystate.edu.
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Senior forward Ashley Hayes drives to the hoop In Wednesday's 97-93 win over Tennessee State University. Hayes broke a school record for points by
an Individual player in a game with 46. She went 11·11 from the free throw line and had 10 rebounds.

Hayes drops
46 in 8th
·eonsecutive
.
VIctory
•

~~

~beth Johnson
Sf¥£ writer

Sophomore guard lsacc Miles protects the ball aeJalnst aTennessee State
defender In Wednesday's game.

Second-half
surge ignites
30-po~t win.

•Murray

-...

..

State's "Big Three," senior
gtards Ashley Hayes, Amber Guffey and
Pfige Guffey, and the rest of the Racers
btBketball team look to obtain their fifth
2fpoint triple of the season as they travefto face No. 3 Austin Peay at 5:15 p.m.
Sfturday.
~e have to go in there and we have to
r~ound the basketball," Head Coach Rob
CfQss said. "Austin Peay is a great
r«;J.>ounding team and they're playing
v~ well right now. We're gonna have to
s'p out and play our best game."
~ayes was on fire Wednesday night in
~ Murray State (14-6, 9-l OVC) 97-93
over Tennessee State University (12·
-4 OVC) where she recorded individand program bests.
., itb 46 points, Hayes led the way for
t~ conference leaders, breaking her own
r¢ord 32 points in a single game. Her
performance also trumped former teamqate Joi Scott's record of 43 points in a
single game set while playing TSU in
tqeir home arena during the 2005-06 sea-

Elizabeth Johnson can be reached at
elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

Ricky
Martin
can
richard.martin@murraystate.edu.

Left Senior guard Amber
Guffey focuses before tak·
ing a foul shot in Wednesday's oame against Tennessee State University.
Guffey shot for 26 points,
had six rebounds and eloht
assists.

s~

...

defensive dominance on TSU's floor, the
key to victory for the Racers came with
the team's 90.3 percent success .rate from
the charity stripe. going 28-for-31 in the
second half. The Racers had no opportunities from the free throw line in the first
half.
Adding to Hayes' performance was
Amber Guffey with a total of 26 points,
eight assists and six rebounds, as well as
Paige Guffey's 14 points, six assists and
four rebounds.
Senior forward Angela Mullins, freshman point guard Mallory Schwab and
freshman forward Kayla Lowe also added
points to the Racers' final score.
"I'm really proud with the way we got
to the free-throw line in the second half,"
Cross said. ''We were attacking the basket more the second half. Coming down
to the wire, to be able to make enough
plays to win the game, at the end of the
game was huge for us, for our confidence.
We just have to get back on the court and
get the win."

Top: Senior ouard Paloe
Guffey goes up against two
Tennessee State players on
Wednesday. Guffey had 14
points and six assists.

t

;''It feels good," Hayes said in response
t<t her record-breaking performance. "I
~n't even know I did it. I felt like I
~ays feel. When we got down 1 just
ktpt telling 'em to put it all out on the
li~e. keep pushing. Don't get down on
yturself. You miss a shot, forget about it."
_;,Aside from these accolades, Hayes also
t<v-'ied a double-double, adding 10
rt>ounds to the mix.
uccessful with seven of her 11 shots
m behind the arc, Hayes is also recoged with having the most three-pointe this season.
I can't say enough about the perfornce of Ashley Hayes," Cross said. "I'm
nJt sure I've ever seen anybody put up a
p~ormance like that in person, at any
ltffel. I'm just thrilled for her and thankft.D that she's on our team."
. frhe Racers, who were forced to take a
~day break from practice due to the ice
sq>rm, were carried by Hayes' 21 points in
~ first half. Amber Guffey and Paige
~ffey accounted for eight and three
p~ints, respectively.
:rhe teams rallied back and forth. with
t~ largest lead of the first half held by
~U with six points in the first five minu~s of play.
:Shooting clutch from an assist by

Coming off a 30-point victory Wednesday night, the Murray
State men's basketball team will next avenge their Jan. 10 loss to
Austin Peay when they travel to Clarksville, Tenn., Saturday.
The Racers fell to the Governors 58-S7 at the RSEC in a game
televised nationally on ESPNU.
"We need to do a better job of rebounding,'' head coach Billy
Kennedy said. "We didn't make our free throws the first time
and its important we do that on the road."
Sophomore guard lsacc Miles Jed the way for the Racers in
their frrst meeting, scoring 13 points and going 5-8 from the field.
The Governors were led by junior guard Wes Channels,16 points
to go along with his nine rebounds. Jeffery McClain was the only
other Racer in double figures, with 12 points and six boards.
Austin Peay (U-9, 8-3) is coming off two straight losses, while
•
the Racers (11-9, 6·4) have won three straight games.
The Racers' most recent win came Wednesday night when
they defeated the Tennessee State 88-58 at the Gentry Center in
Nashville, Tenn..
The Racers were able to execute well on both ends of the floor
from the opening tip. Junior forwardDanero Thomas hit a three;point shot on the Racers' first possession giving the Racers their
first lead. The Racers would never trail in the contest.
::
"We had good play from everyone that got into the game both
offensively and defensively." Kennedy said. ""We made our open
shots and that's very important. We will need to do those things
to beat Austin Peay on Saturday.... We have nine guys who play
every game now, but it's important that all nine are playing well.
We have had three or four guys playing well while another three
or four weren't and we need to improve on that."
Murray State freshman guard Dante Poole nailed a three point·
er at the buzzer to end the fust half, and the Racers took a 34-30
lead Into the locker room.
In the second half, the Racers played stifling defense, allowing
only four points in the first 10 minutes as part of their 28-4 run to
begin the second half. The Tigers turned the ball over, leading to
easy transition lay-ups for the Racers.
The Racers were led in scoring by Thomas and Poole, who
recorded 17 and 15, shooting a combined 10-15 from the floor.
Junior forward Tony Easley was on the boards early and often, ,
recording 10 rebounds to go along with his five points. Aska wis.
the only other Racer to score in the double-digits, with 14 points
in 18 minutes.
•:
Guards Wil Peters and Gerald Robinson Jr. each had l3 points
for the Tigers, and Robinson. Tennessee State's leading scorer,.
reached double figures with only six minutes left In the game.
Jerrell Houston, a transfer player from Mississippi State University, opened the fust half with 10 points, shooting 5·6 but went
cold and failed to score again.
:::·
The Racers and Tigers made the same number of field goals
the frrst half • 13 ~ and the field goal percentages were tight -;ls·
well. In the second half the Racers shot 83 percent from the field,
while the Tigers could muster just 46 percent.

Amber Guffey, Hayes bucketed a threepointer, barely beating the shot clock, to
put Murray State up 35-33 with 1 minute
24 seconds remaining in the half. With ll
seconds to go before the buzzer, Hayes
added another three, putting the Racers
\lP 38-35 for the halftime score.
"I just feel blessed," Hayes said. "I'm
using the talent God gave me. My goal is
just to get a win. That's my only goal, to
get a win. I'm not setting any points goal,
I'm just going out to play. I'm just ready
to play."
The game looked as if it would fmish in
favor of the Tigers as they dominated
offensively and defensively, taking their
leads into the double digits.
A light bulb came on for Murray State
in the final minutes of play. The Racers
were able to shut down TSU's leading
scorers Tiffany Jackson and Kendra
Appling, who recorded 24 points each,
followed by Jasmine Smith with 18.
The Racers secured the lead when
Hayes sunk a three-pointer with 5;21 on
the clock, making the score 77-76.
With the Racers somewhat lack of
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Dr~ll
Conference look-in's
They have 10 national championships
(three of the last eight) and four teams in
ttie top 10.
· The Atlantic Coast Conference is frequently called the best conference in college basketball. Yet this year ACC has
peen constantly overshadowed by the Hig
East.
Coaches in the ACC from North Carolina's Roy WiUiams to Duke's Mike
1
Krzyzewski
have
voiced their opinions
on the lack of
respect.
"I think when you
take an in-depth look
our league is, I think,
the toughest league."
Krzyzcwski said. " I
dpn't think there's
Tim
any question about
MacAllister
it ... To me, that
Assistant
seems easy to sec.
Sports Editor
We have four teams
in the top 10 and the bottom teams are givRrck Burrcs/71re News
Ing the top teams really good battles and,
ln fact, winning some. To me, that's what Junior Ben Clos. transfer student fromthe University of l ouisville, prepares to take a swing at practice this spring.
}·ou call a great league."
In years past, fmding the best teams in
the ACC took two words: Tobacco Road.
Yet the Tar Heels and Blue Devils have
both fallen twice in conference play and
oJher teams are stepping into the lime_light.
' Wake Forest and Clemson have both
stolen some glamour from that North CarI
Sauska and Vostrikov are also the
Sisk:~ of SLU and Murra}' Stah.··s
phis's Charlie Rams:~y went 6-2, 2-6,
olina road and jumped into the top spots. Staff Report
Mocs' No. I seeded doubles team
Ben Clos went 6-7. 6-4 b~fore Clos
before losing in a pro set 10·8, for a
Wake Forest held the top spot in the Assoand will pose a significant threat to
lost in a pro set 10-6.
T iger win.
dated Press poll earlier in the season and
The Murray State men's tennis
the Racers In thl' Sunday faceoff.
It was equall}· as close for the No.
Murray State's first seeded sif
Clemson knocked off Duke just two days team hopes to turn around a string
The Racers have faced several
2 singles game between Julien
glcs player Hen Clos was dcfeattid
'ago. Miami came up with a big win over of tough losses since the beginning
tough teams since the beginning of
Roussel <If SLU and Murray State•s
by Memphis' Jorge Vazquez (No.
:~ake Forest on the heels ~fa tough defen- ~ of January with a match Sunday
the semester, including No. 45
Renaldo Domorey (4-6, 7-6) before
102) 6-2. 6-2.
sive effort and a 32-pomt pl!rformance against UT Chattanooga at the
Louisville Cardinals and the No. 36
l>omorcy lost in a pro set 10-2.
Murray State's first seeded dou~from senior sensation Jack McClinton.
indoor courts of the Kenlake TenKentucky Wildcats.
However, Murray State won the
bles team Hen Clos/ Jo::;c Beranjo
This came just days after Georgia Tech 1 nis Center.
The men .llso competed against
third seeded doubles match against
alsu lost to Vazquc7) Ramsay, 8-l.lj
knocked off the Demon Deacons in a
The Mocs are 0-3 since the winMemphis
and
Southeastern
Southeastern Louisiana between
th'riller. Wake Forest got its signature wins ter break, with a 0-7 loss to Middle
Murray State will have the home
Louisiana in a double-header Jan. 31.
Murra}' State's Mason Johncourt advantage and a week's rest
over North Carolina and Duke in previous Tennessee, a l-6 loss to Xavier and
The RaCl'rs have won one match
son/Jadir Semesin and Alexis
weeks, solidifying them as a top-tier team. a l-6loss to OVC team Eastern Kenbefore facing the Mocs at Kenlakc
since the beginning of the semester
Biarncix/Benjamin Enke l)f SLU 8Sunday.
": 'Then there were the oddities. North tucky University.
(douhles -agairTSt Southeastern
4, giving the Rac.-ers their only win
• Ghattanooga will have a busy
Chattanooga narrowly won a ll
'carolina lost to Boston College early in
Louisiana), but they did not play
of the match.
weekend, first facing Belmont on
the conference season only for Boston three doubles matches against the
doutlles agalnst the Unh·ersity of
In the doubleheader match Jan.
Saturday before traveling to face
College to drop a game to Harvard. Vir- 1 EKU Colonels on Jan. 31. !H, 9-8
'
Kentucky.
31, the Racers nut only faced SouthMurray State.
ginia Tech beat both Miami and Wake For- and 9-8.
In Murray State's most recent
eastern Louisiana, but the UniversiBuilding on their games against
Chattanooga's men's team is led
est but lost to Boston College.
1
match
against
Southeastern
ty of Memphis (3-1), who went on to
top ranked UL. UK and Mcmphl6,
So where does all this leave us? With at the one and two seeds by senior
defeat the Racers in a 7·0 sweep.
Louisiana (1-1), there were heated
the Racers could stem the tide wf
parody. Georgia Tech has one win in the Pcrcr Sauska from Budapest, Hunbattles
between
the
first
and
second
Renaldo
Domoney
in
the
No.
3
recent
losses with n win against th't:
gary
and
senior
Pavel
Vostrikov
'ACC over Wake Forest, who was No. 1. '
singles seeds. First seeded Stepan
seeded singles match against MemMocs this weekend.
This is lust the kind of competition that from Orenbcrg, Russia.
'b~eeds good tournament teams. People
I'
c.in argue teams like Gonzaga and Mem- 1
phis come into the tournament better due.
to soft conferences. I disagree, I think
teams that come out of better conferences
'and can be drilled on a nightly basis are
better for it. For example, the Pittsburg
Steelers played the hardest schedule in
cnt players plaring in thc.-;e
mcnt to uur douhles is
football and in the end it made them
tirst 10 matche:;. We're
incredible. We arc
stronger. This is the same concept that has
going try to work and find
str<mg with our doubles
bred national championships for North
out what styles we play betplay that I actually feel like
~
Carolina, Duke and Maryland.
ter against as individuals.''
our doubles play can lead
'fhis brings us some of the marquee
The Racers, led by senior
u~ into singles." Keasling
players in the league. The obvious place to
Adriana Alvarez, will look
said. "This year I feel like
start is the reigning player of the year,
with our doubles. we have
to build on a 13·7 mark after
senior Tyler Hansbrough and his teamreturning every player
four very solid doublJs
mate Ty Lawson. Hansbrough may be the
from last season.
temns ... so if somebody's
best post player but Lawson plays a true
Alvarez, who led the
injured, tweaked or somepoint guard and can shoot lights out on
team with a 21-11 singles
thing like that we can just
any given night. Going down the road
record and a Second-Team
take a whole doubles team
Duke also has game-breaking players.
Greg Waddell
out :lnd substitute another
Ali·OVC selection, will
Sophomore Kyle Singler and junior Gerald
Staff writer
d\1ubles team in.''
'
look to anchor the team
Henderson play similar roles for the Blue
Keasling said the first
after playing out of the
Devils. The forwards can slice through a
The Murray State Womsixth spot for much of last
month of play is expected
defense or knock down a plethora of
en's Tennis team will look
year.
to be essential in determinthrees.
to rebound against familiar
Keasling said it has been
ing what kind of team can
Wake Forest has a guard-forward tanfoe, Belmont University, at
very exciting to wat~·h
be expected.
dem with stellar sophomore swingman I
5 p.m. today to open the
Alvarez this semester.
She said the team h-is
jMf Teague averaging 21 points and fresh2008-2009 campaign.
"So f:tr this spring, every
ad\1pted a familiar slog~n
irtan Al-Farouq Aminu dominating on the
The Racers suffered a
day in practice (Alvarez}
from 2008.
inside. Miami is led by McClinton who
heart-breaking 3-4 loss to
has practiced just like she
'"Think big' is our thing
~as to shoot well for his team to have ~
Tennessee Martin in the
would go there and pl:ly
right nnw," Keasling said.
chance to win. Clemson features a balfirst round of the OVC
one of her matches,"
"We've been using Jht~
anced attack with junior Trevor Booker
Tournament, ending the
Keasling said. "I can't wail
president's saying. 'Yes, ~e
and senior K.C. Rivers combined averagseason last year.
to see her out in the match
can' so Wl' have emphalrtg almost 30 points and 16 rebounds.
•
The Racers, 4-3 winners
sized that if we realize that
situation because she's just
'· Boston College's senior Tyrese Rice has ,
against the Bruins last Feb.
been positive with the
we can do anything. if V:c
been their go·to-man for two seasons now
2. will travel to Nashville in
other players. she's been a
play together and work
and has put the team on his back when
a rematch of last season's
good hitting partner for
together. Our biggest thing
need be. Sophomore Malcolm Delaney has
opening contest.
everybody on the team and
is we havt' to tak~ care ,of
been Virginia Tech's best scorer this seaHead Coach Connie
she's pushed every practice
ourselves, our injuries, and
son and his team has lost just two when he
Keasling said the match
we've had so far. I just
sickness. Febntary is gonna
scores 20 or more.
will serve as a good indican huge m(lnth, a very criti·
hope she continues to make
The 2-Minute Drills prediction on how
tor of where her team is
other players frustrated."
cal time. lL really will estabmany teams make the tournament: six.
now.
Keasling said doubh!s,
lish what kind of team we
North Carolina, Duke, Wake Forest, Clem"We're basically going to
not singles, is where the
are gonna be seeing fn
~
son, Boston College and Florida State.
work on constructing our
April."
Racers will really shine this
file photo
lineups (against Belmont},"
season and its depth will
GrCJ! Waddell can be
Tim MacAllister can be reached at Senior Adriana Alvarez makes a shot during practice last spring.
Keasling said. "We arc
keep it formidable.
rc:1chcd
;Jt
gregory.
;timothy.macallister@murraystate.edu.
going to have a lot of differAlvarez led the team In the 2008 season with an All-ovc selection.
"The player's commitwaddell@murrayst;lte.edu.
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:Tennis takes home co·. ~. . .~
I

Women's opens 09' season against Belmont
Racers look to
bounce back ·
from first -round
'08 conference
tournament loss
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Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., .r..l urray
270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
· All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget- Custotn Installation
&'//ALPINE.

JL • ~~
..L.QI...DO

Sunset Boulerard .Uusic
\109 C~t St • Next Door to Wendy 1

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPfOMETRIST
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sed Compact Discs
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6 pm

WATERFRONT LAKE HOUSE
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and air, year lrouiad water •

lftllt~t,,

maJn lake with private dock.
ltautlfuJ, multl-clmd deck with amazlnQ views.
• a moolb Includes waler, plus
dq~Gslt.
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Outdoor
Alison 'If you like It put
a rinq on if t,tugler
Sports Editor
Last week: 9-2
Season record: 17-5

nm 'Turd Ferguson'
MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
Last week: 8-3
Season record: 18·4

Ricky 'Mateen Cleaves'
Martin
Sports writer
Last week: 9-2
Season record: 18·4

Kyle 'I really do still work
here' Roqers
Sports writer
Last week: 9-2
Season record: 1-4-8

Greg 'the flute man'
Waddell
Sports writer
Last Week: 9·2
Season record: 16·6

• • • • •

Miami (FL) @#3 Duke
Michigan @#1 UConn

Notre Dame @#12 UCLA

.
i"

Memphis @ #18 Gonzaga

is

#20 Syracuse @#16 Villanova
'#19 Minnesota @Ohio State
Oklahoma State @ #24 Kansas

#13 Purdue@ #21111inois

Cincinnati @ Georgetown
ESPN com rankings

Equestrian looks for strollg showing at final competitions
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor
• Although the Murray State Equestrian team
had a rough start at Middle Tennessee State Uniyersity last weekend, the women finished the
competition on top.
The Racers won the high point team on Saturday and Sunday and regained their 41 point lead
i,n the region.
Junior Laura Sadecki was reserve high point on
Friday, while senior Callie Edie was High point
'rider on Saturday.
The women compete in six different levels
including Beginner, Intermediate one, Intermediate two, Novice, Advanced and Open.
Only riders at the open level compete in the
high point competition, and compete in two
classes: Horsemanship and Reining. All other
levels compete in horsemanship.
So far this season eight riders for Murray State
have qualified for the Regional tournament held
at Middle Tennessee State University.
In order to qualify for regionals, riders must
aquire a total of 35 points throughout the season
to compete at Regionals.
These riders include sophomore Keri Deubel,
junior Alyssa Vieth, junior Dana Kielar, junior
Kelty Hlll·Nicmnnn, junior Samantha Erwin,
junior Melissa DeYoung, junior Allie Barnes and
senior Corrie Hammond.
Last season the Racers won the Regional tournament by ju~t two points, and Head Coach Don
Delaney said he is expecting another successful
s.howing this year.
' "I expect very great things." Delaney said. ..We
'are leading the region again at 42 points and have
some of the top riders in the area."
· The women who place No. 1 or 2 at Regionals
will then move on to Supcrzones, March 15 at
Midway University.
"The final competition of the season, the
National tournament, is scheduled for the last
weekend of April.
To qualify for nationals, riders go through a
qualifying round at superzones and need to get
1
4th or better the final day of competition.

, Alison Muglcr can be
'alison.mugler@murraystatc.cdu.
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As geeky as it sounds, I often spend f:il)
Sundays Jiving vicariously through play~
ers on my fantasy football team.
Fantasy sports can make watchi~g
games and following the sport more excit;
ing now. You can add fantasy fishing tQ
the list
··
I started playing
at flwoutdoors.com
last year after the
season started and
immediately
became addicted.
I dabbled a bit in
some of the earlier
fantasy
fishing
Steve
brands, but was
MiUer
largely
unimOutdoor columnist
pressed by the organization of those
versions.
FLW outdoors has taken the game to" ~
whole new level, and I am already working on my strategy for this year. Here
how it works: before each FL W Tou~
event, you try to predict the anglers from
the full tournament field that will finish
first through lOth place.
Your score is determined by how accu·
rate your predictions arc to the real
results. The $10 million prize and other
awards to the top players at the end of the
year motivate me to do my homework and
make the most educated picks 1 can. .
When I teU those who do not followmg
fishing about the fantasy game, I get some
weird responses. My favorite is, "Don' t
you have a better chance of winning ,at
roulette?'' Most people still see successful
fishing as luck, so the same handful of
anglers that make it to the Bassmas\er
Classic and Forrest Wood Cup year af~er
year must be the luckiest guys in the
world.
·No, my picks are not based on a cr~p~
shoot. FLW makes it easy to study previous tournament results, reports on tour:
nament lakes and angler profiles. For
example, the first event this year is in
Februrary on Lake Guntersville in Alaba·
ma.
Well I know Gunthersville is primarUy
a grassy reservoir with some rock a'nd
docks mixed in.
•
I believe the tournament will be won o.n
a flipping or cranking the grass pattern, ~o
I consider who the best grass fishing
anglers are and pick them. Also, it will be
February and still pretty cold so I wifl
throw a few good jerkbait anglers into tt\e
mbc as well.
• ••
Come weigh-in time, I will be tun~d
into FLW live on my computer and wat~~
as my angler picks weigh their fish.
· .. ·
I get excited just thinking about it, but
fantasy fishing is not like other fantasy
sports in the respect that it is just a bjg
fantasy.
1
You will probably never pitch off the
mound at Yankee Stadium or take a car
low into the apron on turn three at Dar;
lington Raceway, but in a less than 10
minute boat ride out of Paris Landing at
Kentucky Lake, I can be fishing at the spoJ
where Kevin Van Dam won $250,000 ':u
the ioos Bassmaster Elites Series, Blu"e.grass Brawl
, .
And while playing fantasy football
won't make you a better player in yQur
flag football pick-up games, I think fant~
sy fishing will make me a better angler by
studying lake reports and tournament
recaps.
1
There may come a time where I am on
the water and face tough conditions and
think, "Hey, these arc the same conditions
that the anglers were up against on Lake
Guntersville and Jay Yelas threw a splnnerbait over deep grass to win it."
·'
Fantasy Fishing is just the most recent
steps bass fishing has taken to become
viewed as a legitimate professional sport.
Bass fishing may never be as big
NASCAR or PGA golf, but it has and wiil
continue to draw dedicated fans, especially when there is an incentive to possibly
win $10 million.
That kind of money can make a lot rif
fantasies come true.
;

.·

florida State @#10 Clemson

:~15

Fantasy fishing
underrated

Pnolos by Meliss.1 D•·Ynung!ThP News '

Top: Callie Eddie performs
a reinlno pattern at Middle
Tennessee State University
last weekend.
Left Junior Kaitlin McCuan
performs at MTSU.
RiQht: Senior Laura 5adeckl
competes at MTSU. sadeckl
was the reserve Hloh point
rider for the Racers on Friday.
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Steve Miller can be reached at
steven.miller@murraystatc.cdu.

at

Immanuel Lutheran
Church

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

. comer of 15th and Main
Across from Sparks Hall

FM 92.1

9 p.m.

- -

One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon

1 p.m. - 5 p .m.
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Phelps may face charges, claims bad judgment
Associated Press
COLUMBIA, S.C. - Olympic superstar
Michael Phelps could face criminal
charges as part of the fallout from a photo
that surfaced showing the swimmer
smoking from a ~----:--
marijuana pipe at a
University of South
Carolina
house
party.
A spokesman for
Richland County
Sheriff Leon Lott,
"who is known for
his tough stance on
drugs. said Tuesday
the department was
in;.estigating.
. Michael Phelps
,
Our
narcotiCS
Swimmer
pivision. is revi~wOlympic G~ld
j ng the mformation
Medalist
hat we have, and
;they're investigating
what charges, if any, will be filed," said Lt.

Chris Cowan, a spokesman for agency.
The photo first shown in the British
tabloid News of the World on Sunday
was snapped during a November party
while Phelps was visiting the university,
according to the paper..
Phelps, 23, and his team have not disputed the photo's accuracy. Phelps has
issued a public apology, ack-nowledging
"regrettable'' behavior and "bad judgment" after the photo appeared.
One of Phelps' agents. Drew Johnson,
said Tuesday authorities bad not contacted the swimmer.
"So we really can't speculate," he said.
Last fall, Phelps was introduced to large
applause at South Carolina's football
game with Arkansas.
He met with players and visited with
Gamecocks coach Steve Spurrier, who
gave Phelps one of the ball coach's trademark visors.
Phelps also spoke at a university class
on the role of sports in society.
Where exactly the party occurred at

the university isn't clear.
The university said its police have no
evidence it was on campus, and city
police said they won't pursue criminal
charges unless more information comes
forward.
The Richland County sheriff can pur·
sue charges as long as the party was in the
county, the spokesman said.
"The bottom line is, if he brok~ the law,
and he did it in Richland County, he's
going to be charged," Cowan said. "And
there's
no
difference
between
Michael Phelps and several other people
that we arrest for the same type of a
charge every day."
Under South Carolina law. possession
of one ounce or less of marijuana is a misdemeanor that carries a fint~ up to $200
and 30 days in jail for the first offense.
Possession of paraphernalia is a $500 fmc.
The Richland County sheriff has long
sought to fight drug crimes. He rose from
patrol officer to captain of the narcotics
division in the early 1990s.

Top 10 professiOnal athlete arrests of aH time:
. Eddie Belfour. Dallas Stir$; assault end re$1$tino arr~
EUQene tobinson, Atlanta Falcons: solicitation
•Dick Williams, Oakland A~ and Seattle Mariners:
cent exposure

i*

4. Pedro Guerrero, Sl Louis Cardinals: conspiracy to d~

tribute narcotics
s. Michael Irvin. Dallas cowboys: miSdemeanor~
of marijuana
6. Kevin MitchelL Major LHQUI outfielder. felony
7. Mark lnoram Miami Dolpbins: grand theft auto
8. Ruben Patterson. Seattle~ felony assault
9. Rasheed Wallace and Damon Stoudlmlre. Portland Tran
Blazers: misdemeanor poMI$Sian of marijuana
10. Kareem Abdui·Jabaar, LA Lalcers: lnvestiQatlon of drivino under the influence
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See the latest sports updates on thenews.org.
WELCOME TO BRINN'SI
Complete Automotive Service & Repair Garage
VOTED MURRAY'S FAVORITE
OIL CHANGE
THE PAST 4 YEARS

RIDES TO CAMPUS
PICK UP I DELIVERY AVAILABLE
FREE ESTIMATES

BRINN J S

Mon.-Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 :30 p.m.

Sat.
8 a.m. • noon

QVALI ... Y SERVICE & LUBE, INC
CERTIF'lED MECHANICS
A/C, tune-ups, brakes, all mechanical repairs etc.
~~,.,-.-~~
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507 S. 12th St.
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DRESS UP IN PROM OUTFIT AND:
WIN PRIZES
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RATES SLASHED
TO $309
for Fall 2009

For recognition of a staff member who has gone above and
beyond the call of prescribed duty and shown exceptional
dedication with regard to the students of
:
Murray State University.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

I, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - woula like to nominate
for the award.

---------------------------------------

1. What area does the staff member work in?

2. What qualities do you feel this staff penon has that
would qualify him/her for this award?

i

(Nominee must have five years full-time employment at ;
Murray State University)
Student's Signature _ _,_.....___ _ _ _ _.....,..,.._.. ,. . . . ._ _....;,.__
Date .................._,...._______
Major,......______________ Phone _ _ _ _...,.....___,,.:.-_ _

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOON,
.
FEB. 27, 2009.
PLEASE USE ADDITIONAL SHEETS
IF NECESSARY.
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8ale goes balllstic: on set
• 'Newly surfaced
audio reveals actor
Christian Bale deliv~ring a long, profanity-laced
·verbal
thrashing to a cinematographer and
other crew members
o.n the set of the
upcoming film "TerIl)inator Salvation."
- The three-minute
Christian
clip was posted
Monday on TMZ's
Bale
w'eb site.
• ~ In it, the actor rails against cinematog·
rapher Shane Hurlbut for apparently
walking behind co-star Bryce Dallas
Howard and through Bale's line of sight.
• "lf you do it one more time, I ain't
walking on this set if you're still hired,"
Bale said in one of the few publishable
moments from the clip.
Later, he screams: "Do you want me to
go and trash your lights? Do you want me
to go and trash them? ... Then why are
you trashing my scene?"
•T he incident took place last July on the •
set at Kirtland Air Force Base in New
Mexico.
·, 'A phone message left early Tuesday
with a publicist for the 35-year·old actor
wasn't immediately returned.

Badu blogs about giving birth
• Erykah Badu, whose real name is Erica
Wright, gave birth to a baby girl this
weekend - and twittered about the expenence.
·" Universal Motown Records Group, the 1
singer's record label. said the baby was . -!·born Sunday and both mother and daugb- J
-fer' are in good condition. The father is
Briau•s boyfriend, rapper Jay Electronica.
'·The couple blogged about the birth on
the Twitt«:r Web site. Badu said she had a
1\ome birth lasting about five hours and
she did not use painkillers.
Badu has a son and daughter from previous relationships.
She released her fourth full studio
~m. "New Amerykah, Part One (4th
~rld War)," last year.

...

,
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courtesy of vday.org

founder AQnes Pareyto, above, stands outside of V·Day Safe House for the Girls in Narok, Kenya.

~~

~ stein cancels Vermont speech
:=<:omedian

Ben

~in withdrew as
~ University of
:y-~mont's
com~-ncement speaker
:because of com. plaints about his
·critical views on
·evolution in favor of
; intelligent design.
UVM President
Daniel Fogel said he
diose Stein based on
Ben Stein
the warm response
to a lecture he gave on campus last
,spring. Fogel said, however, he was del·
uged with e-mail messages from people
offended by Stein's views of science.
When told about the criticism, Stein ,who was offered $7,500 compensation backed out of the May 17 commencement,
Fogel said.
• Stein, 64, a graduate of Yale Law
School, worked as a Federal Trade Commission lawyer and wrote speeches for
•presidents Nixon and Ford.

'

!Juicy Campus shuts down Web site
: Matt Ivester, founder and CEO of
:JuicyCampus.com, announced in a press
:release Wednesday the popular anony. mous gossip site shut down Thursday
; due to financial issues.
Despite the site's expansion to more
; than 500 campuses across the U.S. and
: welcoming more than a million unique
; visitors to the site every month, Ivester
:said the growth outpaced the "ability to
: muster the resources needed to survive
this economic downturn."
Said Ivester: "While there are parts of
JuicyCampus that none of us will missthe mean-spirited posts and personal
attacks - it has also been a place for the
, fun, lighthearted gossip of college life. I
;hope that is how it is remembered."

Two girls urge for domestic violence awareness as they make the peace sign In The Democratic Republic of Congo.

!
I

Vagina Monologues raises international awarene
Laura Cash
Staff writer

The Vagina Monologues mean
more to some girls than simply
bonding over female issues. It
means the empowerment of women
internationally, and the move will
soon surge through Murray State
for its annual V-Day performances.
According to vday.org, "the 'V' in
V·Day stands for Victory, Valentine
and Vagina,"
The V-Day campaigns incorpo·
rate different performances such as
"The Vagina Monologues," to raise
awareness about international vio·
lence against women and girls.
V·Day started in New York City
on Feb. 14, 1998 with the help of
some top female names, including
Margaret Cho, Glenn Close,
Whoopi Goldberg and Susan Sarandon. That night was the first perfor·
mance of "The Vagina Mono·

logucs" and raised $250,000 for
anti-violence groups in New York
Cit}'.
Today, the V-Day campaigns are
produced nationally through local
volunteers and college students.
Performances have raised more
than $60 million which is distributed to anti·viol~nce groups.
Murray State has helped this
movement and local organizations
dedicated to ending violence
against women through perfor·
mances such as "The Vagina Mono·
logues," and will do so again Feb.
12·14.
Jessica Moore, co-director of
"The Vagina Monologues" and
senior from Dexter, Mo., said the VDay effort this year is very community-based.
"We're helping the Women's
Center," Moore said. "('The Vagina
Monologues') is one of the only
events that funds it."

Moore said 10 percent of the pro·
ceeds raised will go to the Purchase
Area Sexual Assault Center and
another 10 percent will go to the VDay campaigns. This year the cam·
paigns are benefitting such efforts
in The Democratic Republic of the
Congo.
"Men have started doing serial
raping of women and girls," Moore
said. "The money raised will help
Doctors Without Borders do different things, like vaginal reconstrucnons."
Although many of the mono·
logues are repeats from last year,
there is a new one introduced each
year. It is called the spotlight monoIogue and is performed at the end of
each show. This year it is about the
Congo, since V-Day efforts are
being centralized to that area this
year.
Moore. participated in last year's
performances at Murray State said

this year's cast consists of about
"fantastic girls."
"We have a really solid team
women who are working toward
common goal," Moore said.
Jasmine Davis, co-director
senior from Benton, Ky., also
ticipated in last year's pcl~toJ:numct.
"I did it because I wanted to
people more aware of what is
going on," Davis said. "People see
as being loud and obnoxious
talking about vaginas ... but
bringing attention to an extreml
important issue."
Moore said the audience me
bers should prepare themselves far
strong sexual content and languagf.
Performances are at 7 p.m. 61
Wrather Auditorium and tickets a'
$5. Doors open at 6:30 p.m. Thurf· day for a silent auction, which wdl
last through Saturday.
;
Laura Cash can be reached 4t
laura.ca.sh@murraystate.edu.
:!
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Professors follow popular Internet networking tren4..

}lee Feldhaus
Staff writer

Wake up, check e-mail and check Facebook.
For many students at Murray State, across
the country and even abroad this is the routine.
Some students make it a daily, sometimes
hourly, habit to check their Facebook wall,
message box and tagged photographs.
Students, however, are not the only ones logging on to Facebook. Professors have tapped
into the resources they find on Facebook.
Elizabeth Johnson Knight, lecturer of music,
said she heard about Facebook four years ago.
She said at first she did not realize how much
of a social phenomenon it was. Now, Knight
said she uses the social utility for a number of
different reasons.
"It's sort of a secondary e-mail," Knight said.
I~·I use it to keep in touch with friends across the
country. It's easier to get in touch with students
that way sometimes."
Knight said she also uses the resource to
communicate with her sister and even her
1grandmother. Knight said she has increased her
1use of Facebook. checking it a few times
1throughout the day.
L But Knight said she has come across some
rtroubling information about students.
"I see things on my students' profiles that I
: wish I didn't know," Knight said.
: She said, however, she does not spend time
: looking over her students' profiles.
' "The social aspect of it is for my friends; it's
not to spy on students," Knight said.
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"1 have made contact -with people who 1
haven't talked to in 20 years and I thoroughly
enjoy that," Qualls said.
He aJso said he remembers the names of students in his classes who "friend" him on Facebook faster than those who do not.
1
"Students seem to prefer to communicate to
t,l
me through Facebook," Qualls said.
He said those students who are unlikely: to
talk to him during class are the students Who
benefit most through social networks.
·'' '
Qualls said he even participates in Facebook
chat if a student initiates conversation. Because
he keeps early office hours, Qualls leaves Facebook open so students don't have to walk :ill
the way across campus to ask him questions.
QuaiL<> said he gets the most interaction right
before tests and quizzes, most often through
Facebook chat.
But mild social interaction is where ~ails
said he draws the line.
''
"I don't use it to snoop on students,'' Qualls
said.
He said keeps to the strict rule that students
must make the initiative. Qualls said he does
not friend students because it could create
stress where there should be none.
Qualls said he thinks looking through stU~
dents' photographs and other personal intbr~
mation is crossing the line.
' ·.
Qualls echoed Knight's point and adviSed
students to be wary of the information they put
on Facebook.
• ,•
Bee Feldhaus can be reached
rebecca.feldhaus@murraystate.edu.

i•-~tl\1
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by Kristen Miller/The N~ws

illu~tration

Like many students, professors create their own Facebook accounts.
She said she has considered creating two
separate accounts to filter personal and social
interaction from interaction with St\tdcnts. She
said, however, maintaining two separate
a~counts could waste time.
Knight said ultimately her opinion of stu·
dents does nut change from what she views on
Facebuok. On the tlip side. Knight said she does
not limit what students sec on her profile.

She advises students and professors to use
caution when posting items on Facebook as
content can affect a student's professional
goals years from now.
Kevin Qualls, assistant professor of journalism, joined Facebook two years ago. At first
glance. Qualls said he thought the idea was
"silly." Like Knight, Qualls said he now uses
Facebook for many reasons.
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k)rganization habits shape students' well-being, devices increase academic performance ,

I

~
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Feldhaus
taffwrlter
According to some campus-savvy

~professionals, it takes more than new

rbinders and colored highlighters to
lsolve a student's organizational
1
.needs.
Derrick McReynolds, assistant
'~irector of Residence Education,
·~aid he relies upon his organization
;$kills to keep him sane.
rM As a supervisor of different types
~.Pf students and on-campus workers,
~cReynolds' organization and pro1ductivity directly affect those
1around him. He said he takes person1 al responsibility for his own organi;llation.
' "Organization is very important in
my job, for no one can keep me on
top of things except me,"

McReynolds said.
He said he was not always this
organized. Through his undcrgraduate career at Murray State,
McReynolds said he learned many
lessons.
"My room was an organized clutter that if something was accidentally moved, I would waste a lot of time
just trying to find things,"
McReynolds said.
Though he admitted his office is
still a bit cluttered, he said he is in
control. McReynolds said he now
uses electronic devices, such as his
cell phone, tp help him stay on top of
his game.
McReynolds said he strives to
accomplish things as soon as they
are assigned to ease stress on himself
as well as his colleagues.
If students are not organized now,

McReynolds recommends they
change their habits soon. He suggests making small changes like
organizing a work space or book bag.
Mter one small step, he said they
continue lO gel easier.
Jeremy Long, junior from Benton,
Ky., said he has seen poor organization affect students in a very negative way. As a resident adviser in
Hester College, Long said he has
seen students become discouraged
and even drop out of school.
In his own life, Long said organization is very important. He said he has
four tools with which he organizes.
Long uses a small pocket planner for
aU events, a larger assignment notebook for school obligations, his
online Google calendar for a larger
view and a hard copy of his schedule
including classes, desk hours and on-

~

call nights in Hester.
Like McReynolds, Long said organization is important because of the
influence it has on others.
"By being organized and setting
aside time to work on my homework,
I am able to get that out of the way
and then be there for the students
when they need me,'' Long said.
According to Lifeorganizers.com,
there are three main steps to staying
organized throughout the school
year. The Web site suggests keeping
"a pocket date book, a master calendar and a to-do list."
The Web site mentions the pocket
date book like an article of clothing.
Students should "feel naked without
it."
This tool is best for writing down
assignments in class, taking down
appointments and making note of

miscellaneous events.
. :
The master calendar functions like
a mirror. According to Lifeorgani7;7
ers.com, students should not leave
their room before checking it. It recom mends students transfer all inf.or.mation from the pocket date boo~ tp
the master calendar.
The to-do list is the Web si~e~
third and fina l step of overall org'lflization. Because this List is not limited
to school involvement, the list ~an
remind students of organizationa,I
habits that might otherwise fall
through the cracks.
.•
Academics is not the only a.t"ea
which could be improved through
organization. The site also offers ~ips
on fitness, time management, n~rition and finances.
Bee Feldhaus can be reached
rebecca.feldhaus@murraystate.edu.
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Get Your FREE Full Spinal Examination!
(No Obligation- Nothing to Pay)

$150 Value
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$150 Value
-----------

This enUre examlnaUon Is free. If you want more care and treatment, we do all the paperwork.

You may have one of these 16 danger signals of pinched nerves!
•Low Back Pain
•Headaches
•Shoulder Pain
•Arthritis

•Dizziness
•Sore Elbows
•Heck Pain
•Indigestion

•Numb Hands
•Bursitis
•Pain Down l egs
•Muscle Spasms

•

•Numb Fingers
•Hlp Pain
•Tight Muscles
•Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic
care can retleve your aches and pains. This examinati on
normally cost $1 SO or more. It will Include a chiropractic
orthopedic test, a chlropractfc neurological test, a spinal
alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess
motion In the spine, and a private consultation w ith the
doctor to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Arrv penon ret4)0flslbte for payment has a riQht to refuse
to pay within 72 hours of respondl09 to this advertisement.
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Blue Cross and Blue Shield today!
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Anthem has a plan.
Steve Skaggs
McConnell Insurance Agency
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Toll-Free 1·800-455-4199
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905 Sycamore Street· Murray, KY42071
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;~ .;~pic battles make franchise game worth playing stile~os
ch·IC turns geek

1

~·

·:COdy .AnQlt

~
...• ~
•. 1tffwriter

:-:::'Have you seen a recent list of
.,: video game releases? It's pretty
• -awful. It's like video game companies pack it In as soon as the holiday
season is over. During the holidays.
there are roughly four big-name
• games a week you have to buy and
• desperately try to play through
• before the next big distraction
• comes out.
As soon as January hits though, it
• • all dries up. For this review,l went
•: with the most playable game on the
, list. This led me Into territory I gen• erillly try to avoid: franchise movie
• games. That's right, I played
through "Lord of the Rings: Conquest" from Pandemic Studios.
Don't get me wrong; 1 tolerate
LotR as much as the next nerd. I'm
just more of a "Star Wars" guy. For
••me. there will only ever be one cap• ital T Trilogy. I tried reading the
;. L~tR books but didn't quite make it
, : tl}rough the ftrst one. The LotR
::.movies do contain some pretty
•:·sweet battle scenes, but there is
~ :much more people just walking.
•::::That aside, "Conquest" is pretty
::awesome. It's essentialJy fantasy
;•.character ''Star Wars: Battlefront,"
- which was essentially space "Battlefield: 1942." If you've played
either of those games, you know
what you're in for. In campaign
mode, you assume the roles of soldiers in particular battles, from the
defense of Helm's Deep to the epic
battle at the Black Gate (you know,
the HUGE battle from the end of
"Return of the King.")
The game has two separate campaign modes. The War of the Ring
is the good campaign in which you
play as the armies of man to defend,
uphold and generaUy protect Middle Earth. Then there's The ruse of
Sauron; a sort of"wbat if?" scenario.
The idea is that Frodo is overcome
by the power of the One Ring and
Sauron uses his weakness to rise
back to power. It's sort of sadistically satisfying to sack Minas T irith
and to massacre the hobbits.
You assume one of four classes of

photo courtesy of lordoftherings.filefrontcom

'Lord of the Rlnos: Conquest' allows players to choose a class and floht 1n the epIc
battles from the 'lord of the RillC}S' trlloqy.
your choice at the outset of a battle.
The classes each have different
strengths and weaknesses and
allow you to play differently.
whether as a button-mashing warrior, long-range archer, stealthy
scout or calculating mage. You can
switch classes at command points
your team has captured or at special statues placed periodically
throughout the level.
Of course. there are also heroes. a
holdover from "Battlefront." When
you reach certain points in the battic, you have the option to play as a
big name character, from Aragorn
to Sauron himself, decided by the
level and which campaign you're
playing. These characters generally
bit harder and have different special moves. I also took a perverse

pleasure in stomping halflings with
the Balrog. Whatever you're into,
man.
Beyond campaign mode, there is
also extensive multiplayer. You can
play online or splitscreen. If you're
only playing two players, however.
you'll probably want to stick to
campaign mode. because you can't
play on the same team in multiplaycr mode.
Technically. the game is solid.
The graphics aren't anything to
write home about, but they're good.
The music is amazing, simply
because
Pandemic
recycled
Howard Shore's score from the
movies. The music gets powerful
and inspiring right when you need
the push. The music in the dark
campaign is sufficiently dark and

creepy. It makes you want to
slaughter elves. hobbits. humans.
trees or whatever.
A few things to note: the game
I wasn't really
becomes incredibly repetitive. The
shocked
when
I
levels boil down to using the class '
recently heard about a
of your choice until a boss shows
new trend. It's known
as geek·chic.
up, then switching to a scout so you
Gcek-chic involves
can stealthily assassinate the boss.
trading contact lenses
There are three difficulty modes.
for the plastic-rimmed
but once you've conquered Legreaders my grandendary, there is little replay value.
mother wore on her
Keep in mind a couple friends and I
first date. Who knew
managed to take down all three diflosing vision was so
Whitney
ficultics in the span of a single
chic?
Harrod
weekend. When it was done we sat
The current fashion
back, looked at each other, and said, movement shows more and more people
"Well ... what do we do now?"
wearing non-prescription glasses. Those
Also irritating are the few ran· with vision problems are shelving their
dom glitches. For instance, in contact lenses and putting back on their
Moria, if you encounter a troll on plastic rimmed shades. Those who actualthe stairs. you can't climb up on him ly need glasses for vision are in luck.
The gee.k god bas steadily made his
and take him down. Sometimes.
your character will get caught on comeback. So, fear not if lasik surgery is
random obstacles, like the comer of too expensive in this current economic
recession. But I don't think the look actua tree root. Also, there are invisible ally
went anywhere. Urbanoutfitters.com
walls. 1 mean, only one in the game sells a pair called "risky readers." The
isn't bad, but I still hate invisible name makes me chuckle.
walls.
This new trend makes wearing glasses
In all, the. game is fun. It will ere- dangerous and almost seductive. Anthroate your bloodlust for orcs, Uruk- pologie also sells a pair called "book club
hai, elves, hobbits and the armies of readers." With every purchase of the
men. It's fun to assume an active glasses, do consumers join a book club or
role in some of the battles from the become smarter?
I've seen runway models wear them to
movies. The only real problem is
there may not be much replay value accompany looks from Michael Kors and
Betsey Johnson.
for hardcore garners.
I do think this particular fashion trend
"Lord of the rungs: Conquest" is
comes
with boundaries. American culture
rated T for violence.
may actually appear to be taking advanCody Arant can be reached at tage of the original purpose of glasses. Do
cody.arant@murraystate.edu.
we not value good vision anymore?
One reason, besides vision, is to achieve
the "smart" image. It is true teachers, doctors and lawyers, considered the creme of
the profession crop, tend to wear glasses
the most. Varieties include metal-rimmed;
plastic-rimmed and my least favorite on
women, rimless.
Many times I question the Intention of
people who wear glasses. I want to know
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter in the level of their vision, why they choose
glasses instead of contact lenses.
the arcade
I hate to admit this, but some people do
One life: About as much fun as an
look better and appear more sophisticated
invisible wall
with glasses than without. After all, I've
Two lives: Nice way to waste a been told more than once my brown, plasweekend
tic rimmed glasses flatter my cheekbones.
Three lives: Your next addiction
Whitney Harrod can be reached at
Four lives: Game of the Year
whitney.harrod@murraystate.edu.
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mYTunes
What's playing
onmyiPod?
Every other week Murray State students will share what
tunes they keep at the top of their playlist.

.Xendall Swinney, freshman from Crestwood. Ky., said she

values music quality over a good beat.
"I like music that's actually well-written music," Swinney
said. "I don't like rap music too much."
.She o;aid she developed her music taste through a variety of
factors: friends, old boyfriends and Web sites like YouTube.
Her top 10 songs on her iPod include a mix of lesser-known
artist'!.
"MGMT is very quirky," Swinney said. "With some (artists),
like Devil Wears Prada, I love the instruments."

Meli~sa

Deyoung!The News

Brand New plays on Swinney's IPod.
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Models
Wanted:
Female models of all
ages, shapes and
sizes. Negotiable pay.
Contact Katie at 270607-4936
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Activist visits Murray State, discusses life-long struggle's
Jess Nail
Staff writer
When Cleve Jones revealed his sexual preference in the
early 1970s, being gay was against the law.
\! MWhen I came out of the closet, it was a felony to even
' dance with someone of the same gender," Jones said.
L
Jones presented a lecture Tuesday to students, faculty,
rt staff and community members about his life as a human
rights activist.
:>
Along with a vivid history of society's misconceptions and
~ bigotry against homosexuals, Jones'also discussed the AIDS
~ epidemic, at first known as the "gay disease."
· t
Whitney Wicker, sophomore from Murray, said she had
l:conservative views but Jones lecture made her a more open·
' ' minded.
'
... "It was neat to hear from Jones' perspective," Wicker said.
n "I have never been subjected to that point of view and I real·
,.. ly enjoyed learning about him and his experiences."
• In the 1971 "Year End Review" issue of Life magazine,
"'Jones, a teenager at the time, read an article called "The Gay
; Revolution Movement" and realized he was not alone in his
·!struggles to come out to his loved ones.
After his high school graduation Jones hitchhiked to San
='• Francisco and met political activist and gay rights leader
"'Harvey Milk.
., ''I interned in Harvey's office in 1978," Jones said. "He was
' ' like a dad to me. When I came out it was really strange
1
' between me and my parents and he helped me integrate into
this world I had entered into."
While working in Milk's office, Jones campaigned and
•
1
.• helped Milk get elected to the San Francisco Board of Super•! visors in January 1978, making Milk the first homostxual to
:. be elected to political office in San Francisco.
t• Ten months later, Milk and San Francisco Mayor George
Moscone were murdered by a former supervisor.
0
The details of Milk's life are featured in the 2008 Gus Van
I. Sant film, "Milk." starring Sean Penn as Milk and Emile
. Hirsch as Jones.
•' Jeanie Morgan, coordinator of Student Activities, said
=' "Milk" will air in the Curris Center Theatre March 5-8.
·r

Times are pending.
Milk's and Moscone's killer, Dan White, was charged with
manslaughter instead of murder and Jone!' said the gay community was outraged, causing major riots.
Jones participated in and was blamed by the San Francisco government for The Stonewall Riots and the White Night
Riots of 1969 and 1979, respectively.
Jones said he was frustrated and angry people living along
Castro Street, San Francisco's center for the gay communi·
ty, were dying rapidly. By 1985, Jones said almost everyone
he knew was dying from HIV or AIDS.
"It is not possible for me to communicate how horrible it
was," Jone~ said. "One thousand people had died within six
blocks of where I was living."
On Nov. 27, 1985 Jones organized a large candle-lit march
with the names of friends and family who had died written
on large pieces of cardboard.
The group marched from Castro Street to San Francisco's
ft•deral building and covered the front of it with the namt.'S
of loved ones who had passed away from AIDS.
"I looked at the names and to me it looked like a patched
quilt.'' Jones said. "That is when· I got the idea to begin The
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt."
That same year, Jones tested HIV positive.
.
"I was so frightened and depressed, J thought 1 was going
to die," Jones said.
He said he didn't see the effects of his illness until the
early 1990s and "eventually I was ahle to begin taking com·
bination treatment and my health began to improve."
jones credited part of his recovery to the creation of tht·
quilt, which was displayed for the first time in June of 1987.
The quilt is composed of more than 40,000 3-by-6 foot panels (the approximate size of a grave). Families and friends of
those who have lost someone to AIDS decorate it.to showcase the lives of their loved ones. Eighty thousand American
AIDS victims have been honored by the quilt since its completion.
"All of our lives are linked by AIDS," Jones said. ''The
quilt is the true revealing of the face of AIDS."
The quilt will be on display at Murray State in December.
Jess Noll can be reached at jessica.nall@murraystate.edu.

..

Laure" LmhamiThe N~w~

Cleve Jones. human rights activist, spoke to the Murray State community on Tue!lday.
Jones made the first patch for the The NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Ouilt. Murfay
State will display a portion of the quilt in December.
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: _Theater department performs 'The Legend of Sleepy Hollow' for local children ·~·
I(

.Charlotte Kyle

~l Assistant Features Editor
11

Spooky tales and folklore have
lo. been passed from generation to gen·
.., eration, so many people have beard
"J" the tale of the headless horseman
from "The Legend of Sleepy Hol·
v low."
l• Next week, the legend comes to
' life in Lovett Auditorium.
•• The Murray State Theater Depart.-: ment will present "The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow" Monday through
Thursday. The play is the department's annual children's show.
• The story, written by Washington
l Irving, tells the tale of Ichabod
Crane, a school teacher pursued by
j ,the headless horseman after a party.

Brandonn Christopher, sophomore from Murray, said he has
enjoyed portraying Ichabod, the
"bumbling, haughty schoolmaster."
"He's got his nose up in the air
constantly," Christopher said. "lebabod likes to portray himself as being
more important than he really is.
He's a bit of a coward, very easily
frightened. The other characters
really take advantage of that quite
often."
Christopher said one of his
favorite theater memories was his
mother taking him to sec "Macbeth"
at Shakespeare In the Park.
"I remember sitting the grass,
looking at these bigger than life characters doing these amazing things
and I fell in love with theater from

there on," Christopher said. "1 re;llly
would like :t chance to give any other
kid that moment of finding something fantastic."
John Brocker, sophomore from
Georgetown, Calif., said the action
and constant movement of the play
make "The Legend of Sleepy Hoi·
low" a good production for children.
"If you loso the (attention) of a kid
for a few seconds, they're gone.''
Brocker said. "This is probably one
of the first plays children will see at
a theater. We want to really bring it
to life for them, make them like theater, make them laugh and want to
come back again."
Rachel Sweeney, freshman from
Evansville, Ind.. plays Katrina Van
Tassel, the love interest for Ichabod

and Brom Hones.

Sweeney said she remembers how
theater attracted her attention and
recognizes how important the show
is for children.
~At my grade school every year
the eighth grade class did u play,"
Sweeney said. "1 really didn't get
interested in the theater until I was
in fifth grade and we did these
Christopher Columbus plays, hut I
think up to that point having those
eighth grade plays was really nice."
Swcener said this is why sh e:
enjoys the children's show.
Said Sweeney: uWhencver you can
change a child's Jlfe. that's got tu be
one of the best feelings in the world,"
Charlotte Kyle can be real·hed ut

Showtlmes .
• Mon., 7:30 p.m.
.
• Tues., 9-.30 a.m. and ..;
12 p.m.

• Wed., 10 a.m.
• Thurs., 10 a.m.

.

,_

...

Allperformlftceswllbelllldln

Lovett Auditodum.. GenQ admis·
sfon Js ~~free wtth
Rlcertard.
~

charlotte.kyle@murraystate.edu.
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Career <,
Services <:

Upcoming:..
Events~
• Resume Wort<shoo
Rm 201 Business Bldg

•

IS

always
I

I
I

I

@ your finger tips

• Senior Meetings
Mon, Feb 16th, 3-4:30
~!
Wed, Feb 18th, 2:30-4:30 PM :~
All seniors graduating May
...
": .I
or August 2009 should
-.·
;.. :'
attend one session in the
• Interview Workshop
Curris Center Theatre on
Bart<ley Rm, Cums Center
• Tue, Feb 10th, 5:00PM
Tue, Feb 24th, 5-6:00PM
• Wed, Feb 11th, 12:00 PM
''Be prepared for/he Career Fair or ~
• Thurs. Feb 12th, 2:00PM
torjob opportunities by attending
U1e available wotkshops"

I

I

l

~~

Looking for ajob or internship?
Come netwo11< at lhe ...

Spring'09
Career Fair
Wed, March 4th
10:00 AM-2:00 PM
Cunis Center, 3rd fir

• National Student Exchange
Application Deadline is Feb 27th
for Fall2009 and Spring 2010
applicants
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RSEC to host bridal
show Saturday
Mia Walters
News Editor

·:·...·..
~

.,... ·.··=·.

--

--

The Regional Special Events Center will fill with flowers, dresses and photographers Saturday as the Murray Bridal Show opens to the campus and communi·
ty.
This free event, running from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., is a one-stop shop for all brides,
Amy Maness, event coordinator. said.
..Anything you can imagine needing on your wedding day will be here," Maness
said. "It will be a really neat opportunity for brides.''
Approximately 50 exhibitors, coming from the quad state area, including Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois and Missouri, will have booths set up on the upper level
of RSEC.
Many exhibitors will have samples of their services, she said, including dress
stores, photographers, caterers, rental spaces and florists
Visitors will also have opportunities to win prizCB throughout the day.
"When the brides register, they get a bingo card for the exhibitors to initial,"
she said. "When they fill the card, they can bring it back to the registration table
and be put in a pot for door prizes."
Prizes given away at last year's show, which was the first Murray Bridal Show,
included a wedding dress, honeymoon packages, photography packages and various other wed~related items, she said.
The 2008 show registered 130 brides, who brought with them their moms,
aunts, bridesmaids and flower girls. This year Maness said she is hoping for more
attendees.
"I'm really hoping for more girls this year, especially from campus," she said.
"It's such a neat opportunity for a bride to see so many things before she spends
her money."
Even if students are not engaged, Maness n.ocommends the show to everybody.
"It's a great chance for someone to just to gather ideas and think about their
future," she said. "Take a break from school for a minute and come to a show like
this. I think it's something everyone will enjoy.''
For more information and direction!! to the RSEC, visit murraybridaJshow.com.
Mia Walters can be reached at mia.walters@murraystate.edu.
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Our Bridal Section has
...
.•
everything you need to
...
lan your dream wedding ..
•

•

Check out what's inside:
•

• 'Professional shares budget-savvy tips,' liB
•'Student advises peers how to plan a wedding whUe going to
school,' 118
•'Bridal party roles explained,' 128
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• 'What do you think is the ideal age for a person to marry
and why,' 128

•'Wedding etiquette for those other than the bride, groom,'
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Student advises peers how balance class, wedding Professional shares budget-savvy
The semester is rolling on.
I've got projL·cts, papers, tests
and a part-time job demanding my fo..:us until I graduate
in May.
With all these things, it's
fair to
say my
concentration
is divided. To
top
it
0 f f •
some·
thing
sparkly
Chelsea
on my
Cleaver
left ring
is a senior from
fmger is
Almo. Ky.
begging
for my
attention, and reminding me I
<.tlso have a wedding to plan.
I've been dating my fiance
Justin since high school, more
than 5 years. We got engaged
last May and our wedding is
set for May 30.
Throughout the planning
process. I have found it helpful to start working on things
early. I started planning

immediately and made sure to
rl'Scrvc the big items, like the
church and the photographer,
as soon as we set the date.
Another thing J've found
helpful is do-it-yourself projects. Not only arc these projects fun muncy-savers, bur
they will also make our wedding personalized to the
styles we like. WL' nrc doing a
couple of projects like this,
including th~ invitations. programs and many of the decorations.
Even though our· wedding
isn't until the end of May. we
triL•d to get many of tht~ projL•cts started. ami some of
them finished. over winter
break.
My family and my bridesmaids keep me sane and arc
irreplaceable. They help me
with every project. from
spray painting to sewing.
The last big influence on all
my planning is the Internet. I
usc theknot.com, a free membership site that gave me
.1ccess to thousands of pictures of gowns, flowers,
cakes, decorations. I uxcdos

tips for brides in search of deals·~.:
Whitney Harrod
features Editor
Soon-to-be-brides, especially those who arc collt.-ge stu·
dents or recent college graduates, become lust in a bridal
fantasy world when they flip
through bridal magazines and
can easily be tempted into
breaking a wedding budget.
Daundra Clark. owner of
Uniquely Yours in Benton.
Ky., has simple advice to keep
wedding costs down.
She first recommends hiring
a
consultant.
She said UniquePhoto courll•sy of Chelsea Cleawr
ly Yours offers !{Uidance and
Chelsea Cleaver. senior from Almo, Ky.. and her fianc~ Justin Hendrick.
services including planning
senior from Murray, are oettinQ married in May.
and decorating.
and anything else imaginable.
ber to have fun! This can be a
"Hiring a consultant that
They also have great advice
stressful time. but enjoy every docs the nmning of things for
forums.
minute of it.
your special day will save you
I t•vcn got to create my own
When the day comes and l money and a headache," Clark
wedding Web site to inform
see my fiance's face as I walk said.
fami ly and friends about the
down the aisle. ru forget
Bridesmaids' bouquets can
wedding details. This has
about all the small things.
be created in inexpensive and
greatly cnsed the stress of
In the end. none of those original ways. Clark said
planning.
things matter. The wedding is brides can create arrangea just a n•remnny celebrating ments involving feathers, silk
If I had one main bit of
advice, it would be to rcmcmthe love between two people. flowers or a small handbag

with flowers on top.
She said the tossing bnu·
quet. because it is the right
size, also may work as a floral
cake topper.
When it comes tu decorat·
ing for the reception and
choosing a ccnterpiecl', Glark
said to adorn only a ft•w t;1hles
with magnificent pieces. :
"When tall. elaborate floral
centerpieces arc scattered
throughout a room. your eye
picks up on those," Clark said.
"The fact that the other tables
haw low, simple. and mostly
candle centerpieces won't
even matter."
If couples can't afford chair
covers and sashes, Clark said
to focus on only decorating
center tables with the tlUtcr
tables less elaborate. (;uests
will focus on the centl'r elegance of the room. She also
said adorning chairs only \dtli
sashes. and not covcrs. ~t~
reduce costs by half.
·:·:

can:¥

Whitney Harrod
reached at whitncy.hurr<~
murraystate.edu.
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Begin your new life with
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The best way to bring two
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closetbydesign.net
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TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS

Bridal party roles explained
Emily Wuchner
Chief Copy Editor
Brandon Brady could star in
a movie titled "27 Tuxedoes."
After being in dozens of
weddings, including five last
s ummer, the Murray State
:~ lumnus from Franklin, Ky., is
~~ seasoned pro :.lt the wedding
g;1mc. He said he has served
'!> :t groomsman, an usher and
even walked family down the
nisll'.
Right now, Brady and some
of his friends are planning a
bachelor party for their
friend's summer wedding.
"The main thing is getting
everyone who is going on the
.same page. (The planning) is
pretty fun," Brady said.
Brady said he enjoys taking
part in and attending wedJings.
"Bdng in someone's wed-

ding is definitely an honor
and represents the friendship
you have." he said. "It's defi·
nitcly a rewarding experience."
Emma Wall, senior from
Germantown. Tenn., said she
agrees. Wall is a bridesmaid
in an upcoming wedding and
said she is having. a blast planning the bridal shower. In
addition to choosing a menu
for the day, Wall has
researched and developed
games for the guests to play.
"It really has been a lot of
work organizing stuff," Wall
said. "I sent out save the date
cards and invitations. It's
been a lot of nitpick-y stuff."
Other members of the
bridal party do more than just
stand by the bride and groom:

Maid of Honor: One of the
maid of honor's main duties is

asststang the bride. This
includes helping the bride get
ready before the ceremony
and supervising the brides·
maids.
During the ceremony, she
must hold the groom's ring
and the bride's bouquet. She
must also sign the marriage
certificate as a witness. Tradi·
tionally, the maid of honor
plans a shower for the bride
and gives a toast at the reception.
Best Man: In addition to
assisting the groom and signing the marriage license, the
best man should oversee the
ushers. He must make sure
the ceremony official is paid
and holds the bride's wedding
ring during the ceremony.
Other responsibilities include
planning a bachelor party and
decorating the couple's car.
He may also give a toast at the

~:

what do you think...

reception.
Bridesmaids: While the
bridesmaids are most commonly seen standing next to
the bride at the front of the
church, they have many
behind·the·scenes duties as
well. They help decorate and
clean up the reception. Often,
they collect the cards and
gifts guests bring to the reception. They also plan a bachelorette party for the bride.
Ushers: The most important job for the ushers it to
seat guests at the wedding,
however, they traditionally
drive guests who do not have
transportation to the wedding
and reception.
Information compiled from
wedding-guide.org .
and
wedthemes.com.
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner@
murraystate.edu.

isthe ideal age for aperson to marry and why?
.•

.

"Between 26 and 30. You are out of school,
established and possibly have a house:
that way you can support your family."

Dustin Alsbrooks • Louisville, Ky.
freshman
"After you get out of college because if
you get married before, you may get ·l
caught chasing a man instead of finish·:!
ing your degree."
:.
.M

,

Sidra Parham • Paducah, Ky.
•
junior
t:
•'
"Late 20s of early 30s because by then ::
you know more about yourself and your !
goals. You are looking for a partner rather
than someone to lead you"
Tom Jackson ·Murray
senior

•'•'

••'•'

.

Melissa De Young/The NeWs

:;:::::::=~: ~ Proper wedding etiquette for guests to follow].
Alison Mugler

Sports Editor
There's nothing better than
receiving an invitation for the wedding of a friend or family member,
and although there arc a number of
wedding etiquette rules the bride
and groom have to stress over, wedding guests have their own sets of
rules to follow.
First things first, make sure you
· RSVP. The bride and groom do not
send the invitations to impress you
with the fancy lettering.
Whether or not you plan to attend,
the wedding party is trying to gauge
exactly bow much they will be
spending ... on you.
I Secondly, don't bring a date to the
wedding unless the invitation offers
you a spot for him or her.
According to weddings.about.com.,
the cost for each party to attend the
wedding is usually high. so bringing
an unforeseen guest could wreak
havoc on the bride and groom, some·
thing you do not want to see on such

I

tt.liiiMfi'lfllillllii!MirwiM•flil1

I

a special day.
As far as gift-giving goes, it is not
required to bring a gift on the day of
the wedding. It is actually acceptable
to send a gift up until a year after·
ward.
For the college student who is not
so financially endowed, there are
plenty of gift ideas that will not
empty your pockets, but will still
show the bride and groom you care.
Many couples will be registered
for gifts all the way up and down the
price spectrum. If a registry does not
fit in your price range, individual
kitchen appliances are always a great
gift for new lywcds.
According to frugalbride.com, if
you're more of the artistic type, try
putting the wedding invitation or a
memorable poem in a frame.
This is a gift that is inexpensive,
but something the couple can hold
onto long after their wed4-i!Js.
Nowadays, many weddings are
offering their guests wh~t is known
as an "open bar." No. this does not
mean stand on top of a table to have

a beer chugging contest.
The open bar is a luxury the
bridge and groom have chosen to
provide to you, in moderation and
with good taste of course, to help
you save money.
Although many guests feel as
though they should celebrate as
much as the bride and groom, this is
their day, not yours, so keep the
'drink count between three and five.
Sites like ourmarriage.com and
theknot.com are also available for
guests to sharpen up on the dos and
don'ts of attending a weddilll'
You can also check out amazon.com's list of wedding etiquette
books.
At the end of the day the bride and
groom have invited you to their
wedding because they want you to
share in this significant day with
them. Though there are some rules
guests should follow, be yourself and
enjoy this day with the people you
love.
Alison Mugler can be reached at
alison.mugler@murraystate.edu.

• !Artisan 1Cit chen
• 'BeautiContro(
Cosmet ics
• Ce(ebrations by
She(ia
• 1Javii's 'Brida(
• ~Cements
• ~ssentia( Vay Sya
• !A Pestive IT'ouch
P(orist
• Pine !Art IJmaaes
Photoarayhy
·• P(owers by Whitney
• IJ{arrah's
(~etroyo(is)

• '}(obbs Photoaraphy
• '}(ome 1tevue
• J~1C Productions
• Lamb's Photoarayhy
• ~akenzie Lynn
Photoarayhy
• tThe ~ay(e Center
• Memory ~akers
Photo 'Booth

Saturday, Feb. 7
lOam - 4pm

Photo courtesy of stores.ebay.com

Hopefully the bride and oroom walt until
they arealone to act like this.

• ~r. J's &' Lady J's
1Jress &' IT'uxedo
• ~urray State
Caterina 'Dt)'artment
• ~urray 'Ban'luet
Center
• Murray IT'ourism
• ~y P(orist
• Occasions ttln(imited
• Paducah Life's
Weddina 'Book.
• Pene(oye
Photoaray hy
• Premier ~vent Cjrouy
• Scentsy
• 1tockhouse Creek
Photoarayhy
• ttlni'lue(y Yours
• Vintaae IJtose
~myorium

• Wi(( Carter's
Photoarayhy, IJnc.
• Ziobro Weddinas

